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ANGRY

DEMANDS THAT- - GOVERNMENT
EXPLAIN ITS MILITARY
ACTIVITIES.

Washington, Aug. 21. Complete
arrangements to throw a force of two
thousand bluejackets and marines
into Nicaragua within teta days to
protect foreign lives and property
and keep railroad communication
open from the American legation in
'
Managua to the,, Paoifio coast were
made today by the navy department.
Secretary Meyer today issued rush
orders for the big armored cruiser
California at San Diego, Calif., to
proceed to Panama. Meanwnue ,iue
transport Prairie has been ordered
from the Portsmouth, N. H., navy
yard to Philadelphia to take aboard
750 marines and sail on to Colon.
This force will be sent over the Pan
ama railroad to Panama and be taken
on board the cruiser California and
be rushed northward to San Juan del
Sur and Corinto.
n AAA
,H1
enffl.
urnciais- ueuove ,uvu ui
clont n'umber of men to protect
and
Ameiicana and their .property
The line,
Itet'P the .railroad open.
which, is American owned, runs from
It the rebels
Managua to Corinto.
railroad all
the
of
took possession
Americans in the capital would be
cut Off from the principal seaport on
The military force is
the Pacific.
also expected to protect communication.

Senator Bacon, in asking an investigation of the landing of marines and
bluejackets In Nicarargua, scored the
state department today tor its attitude toward Nicaragua during the
present revolution.
He declared that "the executive departments of this government are
now in my judgment, violating the
law by using the army and navy of
the United States in Nicaragua." The
senator read newspaper dispatch
referring to an "American collector
of customs In Nicaragua."
"When this matter is sifted to the
bottom," he said, "We will find that
this ig the real reason for American
interference there. Some time ago a
treaty was negotiated by means of
which the United States government
was to furnish agents with authority
to collect the customs of Nicaragua
and to use the proceeds to pay certain loans to be made by American
capitalists. The senate thus far has
refused to ratify that treaty. I have
not the slightest doubt in the world
that with whose autnonty I don't
know, but with some authority there
has been an effort to accomplish
without law that which they failed to
Senator Bacon's reso'ution vae referred to a committee to report on
the probable expense of the proposed
investigation. General Mena has been
notified by American Minister Weit-ze- l
that Managua is a place of refuge and that no further bombardment or hostilities will be permitted.
In addition to the marines ashore
in Nicaragua from the three Ameri
can naval vessels, the Annapolis, the
Tacoma and the Justin, American
,
Minister Weitzel has asked for le-del
Juan
San
at
and
tails at Corinto
Sur, both on the west coast. It is
necessary to hold these ports in order
that communication may be maintained between the cable station and the
American legation at Managua.
under rush
The1 gunboat Denver,
Satorders, should arrive at Corinto
150 blueabout
land
will
She
urday.
American
jackets, bringing the total
force ashore up to 700 men. This
foice should' be increased if the con
-
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from Mare Island navy yard.
Ready to Go.
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flict between the factions in Nicaragua continues by a draft of marinei

Philadelphia; Aug', 21. Eight hundred marines will sail from the Phila
delphia navy yard next Saturday for
Orders directing the
Nicaragua.
move were received at the navy yard
this afternoon from Washington.

IN NICARAGUA.
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General Mena a Prisoner.
New Orleans, La., Aug. 21. Gener'
al, Luis Mena, leader of the revoluin
tionists
Nicaragua, was seized and
is now jiejas a'prisoner by members
of the liberal party in Leon, according to wireless messages from Blue- fields received here today by Juan
J. Zaveila, Nlcaraguan consul at New
Orleans.
';- -

CDNDUCTOS

BURNED

Winstow, Ariz. Aug. 2,1. Search
ing in the darkness of the local ice
plant at 2 o'clock in the morning for
a small piece of Ice to use for cool
ing drinking water in the caboose,
Conductor J. H. Melius, getting ready
to go out as forakenian on a freight
fell into the tank of scalding hot wa
ter used for dipping the ice tanks,
His cries for help soon brought as
sistance, but before Melius could be
pulled out' he was so terribly scalded
that the skin literally peeled off with
the underwear from the waist down
and the flesh was boiled in places.
menus was immediately put on a
train and suffering excucriatlng pain
was rushed to the railroad hospital at
Los Angeles. He has a slim chance
of recovery. Melius has been with
the Santa Fe here two years and has
a wife and
son here.

rested. The grand jury may indict
the two detectives for oppression and
'
and perjury.
"Bald Jack" Rose had previously
told the grand Jury that Zelig had
GO TO
been "framed," that Becker might
get Zelig under his power. Becker,
Rose says, sent word to Zelig that
he would either have to furnish the
men to kill Rosenthal or go to prison
for a long term for carrying a reTHIS IS THE LINE OF ARGUMENT volver.
Zelig says be furnished the
LIEUTENANT
BECKER USED
men and that was all he had to do
"
with the Rosenthal shooting,
TO JACK 2ELIG
I
While the grand jury is taking a
recess evidence against certain poee "had
lice inspectors and those htghw" "P,"
will be sought. The grand jury was
they
THUS IT WAS EASY FOR POLICE so pleased yesterday when
found that the vote to indict the sev
OFFICER
HIM
TO MAKE
en men for the Rosenthal murder was
"DELIVER GOODS"
unanimous that they applauded.-District Attorney Whitman
saidj
"JOIN DIE" INVESTIGATIONS he was not certain whether Backer nr
Frank Muller ("Whitey
Lewis")
would be placed on trial first for the
GRAFTING INQUIRY IN NEW YORK Rosenthal murder.
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WILL GO CLEAR TO THE
FOUNDATION

Schepps Gets Off Easy

HAS

COUNTY

GAINED

JAIL"

GANG OF THIEVES.
Santa- Fe, N. M., Aug. 21. That a
well organized and unusually bold
gang of horse thieves is operating in
New Mexico and that its operations
extend to nearly all sections of the
state, is the anouncement made by
the mounted police office here today,
Within the past few months the state
police have been informed that more
-

than two hundred valuable horses
have been stolen in various localities.
In almost every instance, the very
YEAR IS $425,627 GREAT
best
horses on each ranch have been
ER THAN IN 1911.
taken. One bunch of mares with
colts, twelve in all, was reported
EAST LAS VEGAS IEIEASES missing from a Valencia county ranch
yesterday. ,' The officers are now busily at work on the trail of the tiorse
IN THIS CITY HAS
PROPERTY
thieves and expect to run them down.
TAXABLE VALUE OF
The headquarters of the gang have
not been found but they are believed
$1,129,123.
to be in a mountainous section of the
state and many miles from a railroad.
"OLD TOWN
INRACE STE1G The similarity of the thefts lead to
the belief that the operations of the
SISTER CITY SHOWS IT IS WORTH gang are directed by one or two men
'
and the police1 will try to find tne
$8,359 MOftENTHAN
leaders and arrest them.
AMOUNT SUBJECT

TO TAX THIS

LAST YEAR.

Sam Schepps has been promised full
'
That San Miguel county is enjoyNew York, Aug. 21. A "John Doe" immunity in the Rosenthal murder
case.
Before testifying before
the ing a healthy growth along material
underis
to
be
police graft inquiry
grand jury, where he furnished cor-- lines and continues to be one of the
taken several weeks before the trials j roboratlng evidence to the confession most
prosperous counties in the state
of the men charged with the murder or ama jam
ose, implicating po- of New Mexico is demonstrated by'
AGAIN
of the gambler Herman Rosenthal, it lice Lieutenant Becker in the killing the report of County Assessor Manof Rosenthal,! Schepps dbjtained' n uel A. Sanchez, which shows that
was learned today.
written agreement from the district the valuation of property subject to
PEOPLE ARE ALLOWED TO CROSS
Preliminary proceedings before Suattorney's office that he was not to tax has increased $425,627 during the
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
preme Court Justice Goff are expect ba( indicted.
past twelve months. The valuation
WITHOUT PAPERS.
ed to strengthen the case against Po
Schepps can only be held a short for 1912 is $4,445,990,' while that of
lice .Lieutenant Becker and the six time on the vagrancy charge but as 1911 was $4,020,363.
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 21. The El
The amount of taxes to be collectothers indicted yesterday for the Ro- his counsel says, Schepps feels it is
z
port was opened today
senthal killing by unearthing new evi- safe to remain in the custody of the ed on this year's assesment is
by the United States troops com
dence of police corruption. The "John district attorney until he has given
while that of 1911 was
manded
by General E. Z. Stever,
Doe" inquiry will cease during the his testimony in the trials. 6chepps,
a gain for 1912 of $32,090.72. Crowds were allowed to
pass to the
murder trials, but will be resumed af- however, demands that he be taken The increase in the amount of taxes Mexican
to El Paso
adjacent
city
care of in a first class hotel and his collected is due to an increased valuter they are concluded.
without the formality of passports.
A
Becker and the others will be call demand will be granted.
ation and not to a higher assesment,
Searching of men and women for
ed to plead in court tomorrow.
The
District Attorney Whitman confer tax payers of the county paying at exarms
and ammunition which had
grand jury tomorrow will be asked to red today with Detective William J. actly the same rate this year as in been In
vogue for the last few weeks,
'
consider the testimony of "Big Jack Burns, going over plans for the graft 1911. The1 county and state tax is
will be continued. General Stever an
Zelig, who told of his arrest by two investigation which is to be started $3.80 on the $100" valuation and the
T&e federals have no more
members
of
Lieutenant Becker's by the grand jury. The word has tax rate in East Las Vegas is $6.38 nounced.
to pass munitions of war than
ALLAN LINE STEAMER REACHF3 'strong arm squad," These two de gone out that Tlurns has
right
supplied on 'the $100 valuation, the same as
PORT WITH 19 FEET CF
tectives swore they round a revolver Mliitmaa with Btatiing information last year. Though faced' w.th the ne- tbe rebels twefipt by ..special 'leAni?Bioii from the war department. An
WATER IN HOLD
on Zelig's person. Five witnesses tea- - and this report has been verified by cessity of raising a much
larger exodus is under way from here by
tified before the grand jury that Ze- - a man in touch with the district
'
many Mexican refugees who flocked
LiverpooL Aug. 21, The Allan line
did not have a revolver when ar- - torney,
(Continued on Page Four)
to El Paso at the' time ef the occusteamer Corsican, which struck an
pation of Juarez by rebel troops.
iceberg east of Belle late, hear New
on
the afternoon of August
Foundland,
VICE-PRESIDE12, while on her voyage from MontTry to Destroy Tunnel. '
real for this port, arrived here this
Juarez, Mex., Aug, 21. An attempt
The fore part of the veswas made last night by rebels to dymorning.
sel was protected by collision
namite the long tunnel of the Mexico
bulk
heads, but otherwise she showed na
Northwestern railway between Casas
Grandes and Madera, state of Chisigns of damage.
Captain Cook, the commander of the
huahua, according to word received
here today by railway officials. A
Corsican, said:
"The1 weather was hazy when the
Utica, N. Y., Aug. 21. Vice Presi- form. I approve of the admirable and its candidate be tried upon the small band of rebels attempted to enCorsican collided with the iceberg or. dent James S. Sherman, the first man statement of republican principles record of service and accomplish- ter the tunnel and was met by a parAugust 12. She was traveling slowly to be twice nominated by the republi- and achievements made in the ad- ments. We near the end of President ty of federal Yaqul Indians on guard.
for Taft's term of service with the gov- Twelve of the rebels were killed by
when the ioelberg was sighted right can party for the office he now fills, dress accepting the nomination
ahead. The engines were Immediate- was formally notified at this home president by William Howard Taft. ernment at amity with all foreign the Indians, the advices say. The de
mld
domestic
the Upon that platform and associated powers
tranquility struction of the tunel would cripple
ly put astern, but the Corsican touch- heer today that he was again
ed before she could be stopped. She choice of a republican national con- with President Taft, I gratefully ac- and with "our people blessed by pros- all traffic between Juarez and th3
cept the renomination.
suffered no damage below ten feet vention.
perity and abundance; our navy city of Chihuahua.
"Oair opponents are divided
into among the foremost of the world; our
"This distinction was not sought by
of the water line."
Federal troops numbering more than
"Thecrew was at once called to the me," said the vice president after two camps, rivaling each other in army in a high degree of excellence; 2,000 today invested Juarez, importstations and the boats were swung out United States Senator George Suth- their efforts to excel in disturbing the our postal service, for the first time ant port of entry on the border of the
the civic and economic order of the coun- in its history,
the col- El Paso, Texas. They arrived last
but were soon taken back again. All erland of Utah had delivered
the watertight doors were at once speech of notification, "but unsolicit- try. The new party thrusts itself for- ossal dream of the centuries, an Isth- night by train In orderly fashion, occlosed. The weather continued foggy ed, It is the more appreciated. I can ward Into the vacuum left by the mian canal, almost a completed real- cupying the town that was evacuated
for four days, but the sMo was able net but recognize your message as a phantoms of other third parties which ity; our foreign and domestic com- a few days ago by Orozco's rebel
have passed into oblivion. Oblivion, merce In a condition of activity, vigor forces which, are
to proceed at moderate speed. Her mandate I muBt obey."
pursuing a southerJames S. , Sherman, in accepting too, awaits it. The democratic party and health, meeting the desires of ly course through the state of Sonora.
bows were protected with collision
the vice presidential nomination of in the nation has many times defeat- the most optimistic and every departbulkheads.1
It is believed that by leaving the
Most of the passengers of the Cor- - the republican' party today said, In ed its republican rival in August; ment of the government rendering federal armies holding the sack in
"Gentlemen or tne comnnuw, but twice has it done so in Novem- proper and efficient aid to law abiding Northern Chihuahua General Pascual
elcan say there was no panic on part:
'.
citizens in every calling. Confident Orozco will
the 48 states of the TJnl- - ber."
collision.
represent
of
you
board at the time
the
attempet to take a seaThe speaker commented upon the that the American' people are not yet
Two Cambridge students named Beth'! ted States and eight million republi
coast.
on
the
Pacific
port
and willing to destroyj the roiistilut'.on
ell and Stevens, however,
say they can voters in our wide domain, you platform of the democratic
of smuggling
the
futility
Admitting
out ci tneir bear the commission of the conven- progressive parties and read excerpts which has stood the test of more arms through the cordons of United
were almost thrown
bainkB by the violence of rhe impact. tion which, representing them, met in from a volume written by Governor than a century; that they have not States troops on the border, Orozco
"i Wilson, whom he declared a peda- yet forgotten the direful result of seeks a
They also assert that a number of Chicago in June. Tne annais
port of entry on the Pacific
record
the
not
gogue, not a statesan. He upheld the the mistake of 189?, ve calmly await where
do
American
parties
passengers' were panic 'stricken und
the
smuggling may be done by
that one woman called on' evaryody proceedings- - of a political gathering protective tariff and said the tboughi-ful- t the ides of November.
boat. The presence of the United
could see no promise of betterto kneel and pray, The students as- conducted with more openness,' fairtlu
States gunboat Denver-e- n
Taft Congratulates Sherman
sert that a hundred tonB of ice fell ness, deliberation, sobriety and worthy ment "In the frantic cry for a
near Mazatlan Is looked- upon as sig
Washington,
Aug, ... 21. President nifieant of the Interest in the rebr;
on the ship's decks and that there purpose than that for which you change." He commended the recent
vetoes of tariff bills by. President Taft sent a telegram to Vice Presiwas 19 feet of water in th3 hold last ?peak.
movement being taken by the United
Not deceived by the clamor of those Tatt and said the vetoes called for dent Sherman congratulating him and States government.
.Sunday.
The crew, they said, were una'ble who attempted to bolster up claims the support of every citizen. Continu- the republican party on his renomination. The president wired:
to sleep in the forecastle after Vte without bafiis, by hundreds of contests ing, he said:
Castelot Sees End of War.
of
new
crime
this
"The
is
that
so
"I ara very sorry that the public
age
flimsy
foundation
on
a
collision.
Ssyeral of the passengers resting
and
frenzied
lack
Santa
of
at
most
Fe, N. M., Aug. 21 Senor
action,
business prevents, my presence
speech
had narrow escapes.
in the li;;ht of investigation,
I congratulate' you Jose Castelot, president of the MexiStevens continued: "Several Itali- them melted away like snow in a fur- thought, a spurning of deliberation and the ceremonies.
ans on board were seized Tith panic, nace heat and were rejected by quite of weighing consequences. , Fakirs and the party ori, your nomination. can senate and commander of the
grabbed their bags and jumped into or nearly an unanimous vote; the with projects to "get rich" draw gap- The republican party continues to be Scottish Rite Masons in Mexico, is
the boats. If we had taken' to the convention adopted a platform that ing crowds. Mad haste is the pastime the party of the constitution, the de- in the city in the interests of peace
boats there would have been no rlnsrs true for patriotism and con- o fthe multitude. Automobile racs fender of our guarantees of civil lib- in Mexico. He will tour the United
chance of being picked u? us the log stitutional .government and worthily to" carry their passengers to death at erty, private property and pursuit of States to urge the people of this couns
bank was said to be 100 miles wide. bestowed a reno mi nation upon our a mile a minute.
happiness, and other. civil rights; the try to give Mexico an opportunity to
board
of
British
trade attri- upholder of law and order, the oppon fight her own battles without inter"The
As a matter of fact, we lid not sight present chief executive. .
v
a boat for two days."
"Our party never .before has con- butes the awful sinking of the Titanic ent of socialism, the sturdy supporter vention.
" guarantee you," said Senor CasThe captain asserts that the Corsi- ferred a second nomination for the with its cruel sacrifice of life of crew of high compensation for wage earncan did not ship any water. The pas- office of vice president upon any man. and of passengers to excessive spaed. ers and our Industrial success through telot, "that within ninety days the resengers held a meeting today, shortly This distinction was not sought by The third term party and candidate a protective tariff. I am proud again bellion will be crusned completely
before their arrival, and presented me, but unsolocitod, Hi is the more will soon urge the country to like to be a joint standard bearer with and peace will reign throughout Mexyou for that party, of conservatism, ico. We must not have
As a, loyal republican I disaster and ruin.
Captain Cook with a gold watch and appreciated.
"We ask that the republican party sanity and progress."
a puree of gold.
stand squarely upon the party plat- -
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SOME TIME.

Washington,
Aug. 21. President
Taft today again vetoed the legislative, executive and judicial appropro-priatio- n
bill because it still carried
an amendment to abolish the commerce court, which the house and
senate Insists upon Including In the
measure. The provision to
limit tenure of pffice of civil service
employes to seven years, which was
an additional reason for the president's disapproval, had not been Included in the bill a second time.
Within one hour after President
Taft had for the second time vetoed
the legislative, executive and Judicial
appropriation bill because it carried,
a provision to abolish the commerce
court, the house today
It
514 to 53 over his veto. It now goes
to the eenate.
Representative Underwooi declare
ed that if the senate refused,
gain
ti.over-rld- e
'the prpsldertVnvet2
house finally would agree tsf recede
from Its provision to abolish the com
merce court and permit an adjourn
ment probably on Saturday. . Among the leaders there was doubt
that the executive disapproval could
be
in the senate. The
test vote by which the opper bouse
retained the provision to abolish, the
court, against the majority report ol
the appropriation committee, did not
command a
vote necessary
to pass a bill over a veto.
When advised of the senate's re
fusal to pass the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill
over the president's veto, Chairman
Fitzgerald of the house appropriations committee announced that the
house would appropriate for the commerce court until March 4, and re
sume the fight on the court when
congress convenes in December.
The legislative appropriation bill
failed of
in the senate
n
over President Taft's veto. The
to repass tne measure received
34 votes to 27 in" the negative, but
the
necessary to override
the veto was 41.
Finally framed, so as to meet the
approval of President Taft, a new legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill was passed by the house
late today: 'it eliminated the disputed provision for abolishing the commerce court, substituting for it an appropriation for that tribunal until
--

over-ridde- n

two-thir-

mo-do-

two-thir-

March 4.

-

ETCLETOS

TO

DEFEAT LONQlVOIiTII
WOULD SACRIFICE
TO ATTAIN HIS
BITION,

AMt

'-

Cincinnati, Aug. 21. Opposition by
a progressive candidate to the
of Congressman Nicholas t,ong-wortof Colonel Roosevelt, was ordered indirectly by the
colonel himself, according to Dr. As.
O. Zwick, a delegate to the recent
in Chicago,
progressive convention
who formally announced
today he
would run against Longworth, republican.
.'
"The colonel desires a complete ticket in the field from this county,"
said Dr. Zwick.
h,

,

'

.
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FIRE
DESTROYS
MYSTERIOUS
BUILDING BELONGING TO
CATHEDRAL PARISH

FEIGNS FAINTING F T AND EN
DEAVORS TO "BEAT IT"
FROM BASTILE.

LATIN AMERICA
IS
KEEPING
ABREAST WITH THE UNITED STATES.

JOHN

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 21. R. P.
Ward; a foreman employed on the
Masonic temple was severely burned
on both hands, and treasured books
belonging to Monsignor Fourchegu;
vicar general, were destroyed when
a mysterious blaze gutted the ancient
adobe store bouse in the rear of the
new pastoral dwelling at the Cathedral shortly after 8 o'clock Monday
evening. As usual the Santa Fe fire
deparment saved the lot
An investigation is being conducted
to try and determine the cause of the
fire. The door, usually locked, was
found unlocked despite the fact that
no one, 'So far as known, had been in
the building all day. The Janitor
usually was in charge of the store
room but he was not at work that day
because of the illness of a child. The
flames attracted a large crowd as i'
was, at first thought the Cathedral
was on fire.
. Mr. Ward was burned while making
a determined effort to save the contents of the building. He completely
extinguished the fire in the lower
rooms with a garden hose and it was
thought the fire was out when the
flames suddenly burst fortli in the upper story. The entire1 structure was
gutted. The loss has not been ascertained but it will be considerable, as
much valuable property was stored in
the building. There was no insur-

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 21. Ml
guel Sedillo, cut and seriously wound
ed in a brawl Sunday afternoon at
the Swastika saloon, near the saw
mill, late Sunday night attempted to
dress and make his escape from the
jailer's room at the county jail,
where he was being kept Because it
wan feared to move film. Sedillo al
most died while bis wounds were being Bewed up Sunday afternoon, and
that he was even able to leave nis
couch that night, is a tribute to his

Washington, Aug. 21. Dr. Edgar
who has just returned
from South America, says that many
of the nations south of us have as
modern a system of education as we
have today in the United States,
while even the smaller republics are
waking up to the fact, that education
is the basis of prosperity.
The work was undertaken under
the direction of the
Union. It was desired to-- get first
hand information concerning higher
education in the Latin American re

Bethlehem, Pa., - Aug. 21. John
and wide as the
Fritz, known fa
father of the1 steel industry in the
United States, attained his ninetieth
birthday anniversary today. The din.
ner given at the Waldorf-Astoriin
New York ten years ago in celebration of the eightieth birthday of Mr.
Fritz Is still remembered as one of
the most remarkable gatherings ever
assembled in this country of captains
of invention
and Industry and the
central figures of finance allied with
the iron trade.
It was hoped that some similar affair might be held to commemorate
Mr. Fritzs ninetieth year, but the
precarious condition of his health
caused the idea to be abandoned. For
the past six months the veteran ironmaster has been in very poor health
and during much of the time has
been bedfast. During this time messages of inquiry and cheer have been
received at his home almost daily
from leading men in the' iron and
steel world, from Andrew Carnegie
down to the active present day plant
managers, many of whom in years
past were numbered among Mr.
Fritz's "boys."
John Fritz long ago earned his title
of father of the steel industry not by
any single invention or discovery, but
by a contribution cf new devices, new
methods and practical work in build
ing up the industry in the United
States. With only a district school
education, gained near bis birthplace
in the middle part of Pennsylvania,
he gained a position in the steel in
dustry that has been recognized oy
the whole world.
At the age of 16' Mr. Fritz left his
father's farm to work in a country
machine shop, with a view of learn
ing the trade of a machinist. After
various experiments in steel making
at Nofrlstown and Safe Harbor, e
went to Johnstown, whepe he remod
eled an old mill and built what is now
known as the Cambria iron works. It
was at this period that, in connection
with his brother CSeofge, he designed
and erected the well known "three
high bloomers," with their automatic
tables and the "three high mill."
These inventions started an economical revolution in steel manufacture.
When the United
States govern
ment, some twenty-fiv- e
years ago, decided to build a modern navy of arm
vessels equipped with guns
of great caliber, there was no plant
In the country where the plates, guns
and forgings for such ships could De
made. Bethlehem was selected as the
site for the projected plant and Mr.
Fritz was chosen as the man to build
it. He went to Europe and spent
some months in studying the plate
and gun making plants there, and
when he returned he built a plant
that surpassed its European models.
features it contained
Among other
the greatest hammer and the most
powerful press in the world. When
Mr. Fritz built this, the first armor
plate in America, such men as Corey,
Schwab and others who subsequently
became1 famous in the steel industry,
were still boys.
Mr. Fritz is the only man now liv
ing of the small group that intro
duced Into the United States the Bes
semer steel process. A great economical revolution was thus effected,
from which has flowed the tremen
dous development seen today in steel
manufacture in the United States. In
1893 the British Iron and Steel insti
tute1 gave Mr. Fritz the Bessemer
gold medal, which is the nighest dis
tinction a steelmaker can receive.

'

ance.
A peculiar part of the affair was
that several of the mission priests
stationed at the Cathedral had passed
the building only a
and
quarter of an hour before the fire was
discovered. They saw no evidence of
the fire although it must bare been
burning for several hours.
Mbnsiignor Fourchegu telephoned
for the fire department when informed by one of the sisters from
the sanitarium nearby that the building was afire. She had stepped into
the yard and saw the smoke issuing
Mr. Ward was
from the building.
one cf the first on the scene and he
at on6 tinned a garden hose on the
- flamed
ju st as he approached the
building an excited spectator rushed
up and kicked In the door. With a
roar, the flames shot out for six feet
severely burning Ward's hands and

driving him back.
He gamely kept up the fight and
put out the fire in the lower room.
Just as the fire burst in the sec
ond story, the fire apparatus arrived
and the firemen mounted a ladder to
the second story and turned a stream
of water on the fire. They were de
layed greatly by the fact that they
did not brlna enough hose and a spec
tator had to go to the truck and bring
them a second supply. They finally
extinguished the flames but the ha
voc had been wrought and the valu
able books and other stores completeThe water probably
ly destroyed.
did more damage to the books than
,
the flames.
COUNTY OFFICIALS

SHORT

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 21. The re
port of Traveling Auditor Howell
Earnest on the result of his' investigation of county officers' accounts in
Rio Arriba county, filed with the
governor, shows many alleged irregularities in that county. The travel-inauditor' regards most of the shortages discovered as due to carelessness
in bookkeeping and the larger deficiencies have all been made good
wholly or partly. All officers found to
be short have promised to make good
at once.
The largest shortage fund was in
the accounts of B. C. Hernandez,-fo- r
two terms treasurer and collector,
$1,744 being unaccounted for. Nearly
$1,000 of this has been paid and the
rest is promised. The former sheriff,
Silviano ftoybal, alleged to be sohrt
$1,600, has paid rap in part and ef-

g

forts are being made to secure the remainder.
Other minor irregularities
were found in the cases of other
officers.
A new

system of bookkeeping is being installed in Rio Arriba county as
In other .counties.
IOWA HIBERNIANS MEET
ICedar Rapids, Iowa, Aug. 21. The
Iowa state convention of the Ancient
Order of Hibernians was held here
today, with an unusually large
'

The proceedings beran
with the attendance of the delegates

at

solemn high mass, following which
called to

the business session was
Iowa City.

-

'

Mi-ku-

the testimony of several

witnesses

who have talked to the officers, and
was continued outside. The actual
cause of the brawl is unknown. All
were partially drunk, and probably do
not know why they were fighting.
The three men who sustained cuts
in the affray will all recover, though
their gashes will disfigure them for
life. Sidiaco Guerrero, who was only
kicked and beaten, is already able to
be about.
FIRM FOUNDATION.
Nndermlne It In East
Las Vegas.
People are sometimes slow to recognize true merit, and they cannot
be blamer, for so many have been
humbugger in the. past The experience of hundreds of East Las Vegas
residents, expressed publicly through
newspapers and other sources, places
Doan's Kidney Pills or a firm foundation here.
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth Dt, East
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Experi
ence has proven to me that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. For several weeks I
suffered constantly from backache
and in the morning when I got up, I
had acute pains across my kidneys.
Exercise brought some relief, but It
did not rid me of the trouble. The
kidney secretions pained In passage
and were highly colored. Hearing so
much said in praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills, I procured a supply and com
menced their use. After I had taken
a few doses, I noticed a marked Im
provement and before I had gnlshed
the contents of the box, I was com
pletely cured."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Nothing

Car)
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E. Brandon,

n

publics.

Dr. Brandon intended to look into
the educational facilities of every
Latin American republic, But he was
able to cover only Panama, Peru, Bo
livia, Chili, Argentine, Uruguay, Brazil, Venezuela and Costa Rica.
."In Argentina," said Dr. Brandon
"they have more than seven thousand
students in their four universities. At
Buenos Ayres alone tney have five
thousand ' students. Chili has about
two thousand students in the state
university, with several hundred
more in the Catholic university. Peru
has nearly one thousand In the university at Lima, including the three
provincial universities. Even Uruguay has seven thousand students.
"Brazil Is the only South American
country that does not maintain a university, but they hav schools of law,
medicine, engineering and many other kinds of schools.
"Another striking fact about Latin
America is the great amount of money the various countries are putting
into higher education. The majority
of professors in tne universities
throughout South America are men
who practice professions at the same
time that they teach. They are law
yers, doctors, engineers, architects,
newspaper men, publishers and edit
ors. They teach probably only three
or four hours a week, but they come
right in from tbe actual practice of
their profession to do this. This has
its advantages and disadvantages
.The disadvantage lies principally in
the fact that, not being teachers by
lack
they occasionally
profession,
and
methods
they
proper teaching
don't have that intimate relation with
students that teachers do in our unt
versities and colleges in America,
But they are all men of considerable
learning and high reputations in their
communities.
"As far as I know there are only
three institutions in Latin America
nf hitrher education that are not
strictly dependent upon and founded
by the state. One Is the Catholic uni
versity at Santiago, Chili, another is
Mackenzie college at Sa Paulo, Bra
zil, and the other is at Bogota, Co
There are many private
lombia.
schools in secondary education and
private societies not religious.
Some of these institutions1 are very
any -- in the United
old, antedating
and Mexico City
Lima
States. At
the universities date back to 1551. At

FRITZ CELEBRATES
NINETIETH
BIRTHDAY
WHILE BEDFAST.
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to secure good reliable merchandise at a fijjare less than
the cost of production.

that disaster have already

been apNew York World.

plied, says the
New laws regarding wireless telegraphy and new rules and regulations

relating to steamboat inspection have
already come into effect in this coun
try, which has acted more promptly
than Great Britain.
I
The executive committee of tbe
board of supervising inspectors of
the United States steamship inspection service, of which Captain Henry
M. Seeley, supervising
inspector of
the Second, or New York district, is
a member, met in Washington in May
ana June, and adopted a number or
amendments of lnspectiai rules and
regulations. It was not necessary for
congress to authorize the committee
to do this. The members acted under a section of the revised statutes
authorizing the executive committee
from time to time to revise rules,
The principal change adopted lies in
the ratio of lifeboat capacity to the
passengers. According
io the Old
rules a certain number of cubic feet
of capacity in lifeooats was
required
ior vessels or certain tonnage. But
according to the new rules the boatage is for a certain percentage of the
number of passengers on the differ
cul i;iBe oi sieamDoats.
In some
classes, of course, this boatage ca
pacity amounts to 100 per cent of pas
sengers and crew, or all nands.
or the purpose of apportioning
lifeboat and lifecrarc equipment
steam vessels are classified as ocean
steamers, coastwise steamers, lake,
bay, sound and river steamers. Ocean
steamers, according to the new regu
lations, must carry lifeboats enough
for every passenger and every
sailor,
but one-haof the lifeboat equipment
may be in lifecrats or collapsiible life
boats. ' Coastwise steamers must car
ry lifeboats of sufficient capacity to
accommodate at one time all persons
on board, except between May 15 and
September 15, during which period
boatage sufficient to accommodate 60
per cent of all persons on board will
satisfy the requirements. In the case
or coastwise steamers
s
of
the lifeboat equipment may be in
liferafts or collapsibles
throughout
the year.
Lake, bay and sound steamers must
have boats enough td hold all hands,
except between May 15 and Septem
ber 15, when lifeboats of only such
capacity as will be slufficient to ac
commodate 30 per cent of all persons
on board will do, provided, further,
that such steamers, navigating routes
lying at all points within 'a distance
of five miles from land, or over waters whose depth is not sufficient to
entirely submerge the vessel In case
of disaster, will, during the interval
from the May 15 to September 15, be
required to be equipped with lifeboats
of only such capacity as will be sufficient to accommodate at one time
at least 10 per cent of all persons on
board, Including passengers and crew.
s
of the lifeboat equip- -

WOMENS
Coats, Suits, Silk and Wool Dresses, Lingerie Dresses,
Waists, Lingerie Waists, Millinery and Parasols
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ment required on lake, bay and sound
steamers may be in approved liferafts'
or approved collapsible boats. KiVer
steamers must have boats enough
to contain at least 10 per cent of pass
sengers and crew, and
of such apparatus may be in rafts or
accordion boats.
When Captain Seeley was asked If
he considered these modifications
proper and safe he replied in the affirmative. Realizing the difficulty,
owing to the boom in lifeboats, of securing equipment, the department of
commerce and labor concluded . that
if 50 per cent of the required
ing outfit was installed by July 31
and the remaining 50 per cent by
September 30 it would be considered
a practical compliance with the rules.
- The
25 assistant inspectors undeT
three-fourth-

lil'e-sa-

Captain George T. Charlton,

local in

and the steamboat companies, without exception,
promptly started to
comply with the new rules.
"I was surprised," said
Captain
Charlton yesterday, "to find that ev-- ,
ery steamboat was up to the requirements and in some cases beyond
them. I had expected a great hurran,
coupled with objections, excuses and
procrastination, and that we would
have to issue many amended certificates. We have not had the slightest
trouble. Two large steamboats voluntarily reduced their passenger capacity. When they can get their additional equipment they may be permitted to carry to their former certification. We find Kany boats hava
been equipped with one-haliferaftB
because builders carry in stock sections of rafts that may be readily assembled, whereas they do not carry
in stock sections of lifeboaws.
"We also find that no one manufacturer or patentee is favored to the
exclusion of others, but that the
equipment is well distributed among
the different makers of approved
apparatus. I want to say In
addition that the amended rules and
regulations regarding
and fire hose drills and crews, adopted after the General Slocum disaster
have also been lived up to."
lf

spector of hulls, and John L. Crone,
local inspector of boilers, have practically finished their inspection of
passenger Bteamers in this district.
In the district, which extends from
the Connecticut river to Cape Charles,
Including the Hudson river, are 1,775
domestic steam vessels, 64 inspected
motor boats (above 15 tons), no sailing craft carrying
passengers, 206
g
barges, 15 excursion barges
and 232 forgein passenger steamships
coming to New i prl . The .total is
2,382 vessels.
In the case of foreign
passenger steamships the inspectors
She Mr. Scrappington and his
have to catch them as they can when wife were
riding in their auto yester-da- y
they are here. It appears that notices
when it skidded and they fell out.
of the new regulations were sent out
He Well, that was a little variety
from Supervising Inspector General for them.
Usually their fallings out
George Tjhler's office in Washington take place at home.
life-savi-

sea-goin-
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Cordoba in Argentina the university
was founded in 1613 by the Jesuits
All three are older than our Harvard
university, which was founded about
the year 1640. In all the countries 1
visited, except Brazil, Paraguay and
Uruguay, the universities go back to
CAPITAL PAID IN
Spanish colonial times. The same is
A
A
true of Cuba, Mexico, Guatemala and
$100,000.00
the Dominican republic.
-"In each university there Is a stud
in
unlike
ent association
anything
this country. It is open to all stud
ents and practically all students are
J. M. Cunningham, President
In the larger universities
members.
'
SOUTH DAKOTA PLANS HIGHWAY
Frank Springer.
there is a student society in each
Pierre, S. D,, Aug. 21. A state
school, and above the school society
.good roads congress assembled here
is the general society of the whole
today to disoues the project for a
NEW ORCHARD COMPANY.
A short while ago they
university.
and
built
north
be
to
great highway
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 21. The
societies
stuoent
of
a
formed
league
south through South Dakota and to
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
America: They have already Carlsbad Plantation and Orcanrd
extend dnto North Dakota to the for all
a
with
stock
350,of
company
capital
The pro held three general students'
mouth of the Yellowstone.
from 000 shares of which over 344,000
with
representatives
a
large
posed road would open up
shares have been issued, filed copies
universities."
and picturesque section of the coun- all Latin American
of its articles of corporation with
try that at present is almost inacces
the state corporation
commission
MANEUVERS
ATTEND
TO
sible to tourist' travel.
this morning and if upon "examinaMontreal, Aug. 21. Among the pas
it is found to have complied
sengers sailing oh the Royal George tion,
with
all
POET IS DROWNED.
requirements of the state
today is Colonel Samuel Hughes, the
Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 21. James C. Canadian minister of militia and de- law, it will be given authority to open
Capital Stock,
for business. The concern is incor
Davis, prominent throughout this secfence, who is going over to attend
tion as a lawyer, minister and poet,
under
laws
the
Colorado.
of
porated
of
the English
the autumn maneuvers
Office with the San
B. B. Hackett of Carlsbad is the resimet a sudden death yesterday afterMiguel National Bank
Colonel Hughes is accompaarmy.
noon, when he fell into a small lake
concern
new
dent
The
agent
pro
Can
of
a
number
nied on the trip by
dix miles south of here and was
poses to place on the market a big
Win. C. Haydon
adian military officers.
President
drowned before aid could Teach him.
tract of fine fruit land and to do a
II, W. Kelly
Vice
The body was recovered last night.
President
and
estate
real,
"Were all medicines as meritorious general development
D. T. Hoskins
Mr. Davis was fishing with Dr. P. M. as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and business in the lower Pecos valley. It,
Treasurer
Baker. He came here five years ago Diarrhoea Remedy the world would Is another sample of outsjde capital a
the
off
and
much
percentage
better
be
from Liberty, Mo.
Interest Paid on Deposis
being invested In the new state and
of suffering reatly decreased," writes indicates that
Is not viewing li
capital
Fot
Ind.
,
Lindsay Scott, of Temple,
Old papers for saw. Optic ofrioe. sale
the situation here with alarm.
by all dealers.
Km
Three-fourth-
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65c
One lot of Lingerie Waists worth $1.25 12.50 for ....
29c
One lot of Striped Gingham Petticoats, 50c value
39c
One lot of Striped Gingham Petticoats, 65c value
45c
One lot of Striped Gingham Petticoats, 75c value
One lot of Children's Rompers in pink or blue checked
...19c
Gingham, sizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 25c valueOne lot of Children's Rompers in pink or blue Chambray
39c
Gingham, sizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 50c value
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This will be your

now arriving.

In the four months that have elapsed since the sinking of the Titanic
some of the lessons learned from

two-third-
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What is left from our Summer Slock MUST
be sold to make room for the New Goods

WIRELESS
REGULATIONS
AND RULES REGARDING
LIFEBOATS.
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BELIEF

marvelous vitality.
Sedillo was discovered before he
had dressed himself. He had feigned
a faint and while supposedly lying unconscious was In reality sitting up
and trying to clothe himself. He was
being kept in the jailer's room
that was where he had been
treated, and because he could be kept
more quiet there and nave a better
chance for recovery. It was expected
that he would be removed to the hospital yesterday, but after his attempt
to escape, the officers decided not to
trust him there.
A warrant wassworn out yesterday
afternoon and served upon Sarlo Gonzales, sometimes known as "Si" Gonzales, the proprietor of the Swastika
saloon. .He is charged with selling
liquor on Sunday. It has been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
sheriff's office that Gonzales' place
was open shortly before the fight and
that all four of the participants,
Sedillo, Wa (brother Celso, Juan
Calderon and Sodiaco Guerrero, were
drinking in the resort. Their- - fight
started inside the place, according to
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LAS VEGAt

WOMAN'S

Last

RULE IN

of Feminine

Story of Her

BHOPAt

Monarch

Write

Relgnl Translated

Into English.

IE

London.-Ll- ttle

states have the
ame experiences as
empires;
ana the native provincegreat
of Bhopal has
,a
v!''hat
already wrlten large
FT,6
the history of
that a woman s reign is aptEngland,
to be
a reign of peace and
prosperity.
Indeed, Bhopal may be said to have
t. a . . v
Proved the fact in triple
for
guise,
one another successively
upon Its
throne, and the record of progress has
grown and nourished with new fecundity every year. The last of the three,
Ivawab Sultan Jahan
Begam, has now
written the story of her reign, capably
The beauty of the skin depends to
rendered into English by Mr. C. H. a
i
great extent upon the health of the
Payne, a fine,
volume is the
These are little
result. It has no great claim to li- sebaceous glands.
underlying ducts supplying the skin
or
terary felicity
especial charm, nor with the grease needed, and if their
secretions are suppressed, the pores
are stopped up and some complexion
defect or other will result.
One must keep the pores of the skin
unhampered, of old oil and dead cuti
cle to have a good complexion, and
when they seem Inactive there is nothing to do buE toVesort to massage
and very thorough bathing with hot
water and a good soap. Cold water
1
is useless against the deep seated dust
and grease of the skin, even with the
aid of soap. Moreover, it tends to
contract the pores, making it still
harder for them to yield their contents. So. as a preparation for helpful massage, which is meant further
to clear the stopped-upores, the
face bath muBt not only be hot but
very complete.
There is much contention that soap
Is injurious to the ekln, but this is by
Typical Scenery In Bhopal.
no means true. .The influences
of
does it show much sense of character soap are tonic, antiseptlo and cleanor Intimate and analytic observation. sing, so that a soap must really be
Nevertheless, it tells a plain tale In very bad to hurt the skin contain, in
good, plain language, and may be re- fact, the strong a'.kall which scorches
garded as a very useful footnote to and irritates. A, good face bath with
the history of our great Eastern de- very hot water and a bland soap
pendency.
"Expede Herculem." The leaves a smooth skin like marble, and
history of one state is practically the with repeated and systematic bathing
the rough one is much improved.
story of all.
The early history of Bhopal Is al- Work thick soap suds or a soap jelly
most entirely military. The people well into the pores, and rinse with
were a warlike race, defending their repeated waters. Dab it partly dry
country against the Inroads of the with a soft old towel, and then sit
Marathas and other predatory tribes, down with a pot of good cold cream,
and having little leisure to bestow or a little almond oil, and proceed
upon civil settlement and policy. ' It with the massage.
was with the reign of Nawab SIkandar
Begin by massaging the muscles of
Begam, grandmother of our author, the cheek Just In front of the upper
that things began to settle down, and half of the ear, using the three first
law and order were at last established. fingers of both hands. Rub outward
She was the first of the three women and upward In a circular manner, with
rulers, and her Influence was at once a firm yet gentle touch, covering a
spot about the size of a silver dollar.
bsneflclont and formative.
If the muscles are correctly located,
the upward motion will pull the skin
ROYALTY LIKES U. S. DENTISTS tant about the corners of the mouth,
rubbing out the drooping line at the
Alfonso, Czar and King of Saxony At- side of the nose. If the face is heavily lined here, massage will in time
tended by Men From United
so strengthen the muscles that the
State.
furrow will be much softer, or dlsapr
Brussels. The annual convention of pear entirely.
Next massage the temple muscles
American dentists in Europe brought
nearly all of them to Brussels and also in the same way. , These are still
a number of Europeans who hold di- more easily detected by the" even,
plomas from American dental colleges. greater Influence they exert on the
In dentistry more than any other lines each side of the nose. The regprofession the skill of the American ular and systematic massage of them
is clearly beyond that of the Euro- will prevent the formation of crow's
pean. This is so generally admitted feet, those fine lines at the corners of
that many European dentists go to the eyes which laughing faces with
America for a regular or postgraduate thin skin take on so often at an early
course and proudly display an Amer- age.
Some unguent or other is undoubtican diploma.
Scant courtesy is paid the Ameri- edly required with massage, for othcan doctor in Europe, and even dis- erwise the cuticle would be much Irtinguished physicians from that coun- ritated,' and the benefits of any face
try might find it difficult to obtain cream are increased tenfold if it is
permission to practice in Europe. The used with massage. For the face conwith cosmetics, rouge
American dentist, however, la sure of stantly made-ua chance to make good, and they are and a fancy powder or liquid white, it
eagerly sought as tenants of office is also necessary to cleanse the ekln
first with the grease before using watmlldlngs.
The pioneers of these expatriate ter upon it, for otherwise the bath
dentists were Doctor Sylvester of De- will only foroe the makeup down into
troit, who was the professional attend- the pores.
If the face skin is yery delicate,
ant of Emperor William, as well as
his personal mend, and Doctor Evans, do not dash cold water upon it after
who aided his royal patroness, Em- the hot bath, aa this interferes with
press Eugenie, to escape after the the circulation and is considered harm-f- l
downfall of Napoleon HI.
by all the beauty people. Where
King Alfonso sent Doctor Agullar the skin Is very inactive two face
to America to study dentistry, and he steams could be taken a week, the
Is now attending the" royal family of massage immediately following these.
An astringent of a harmless and
has DocSpain. The czar of . .Russia
II
i
Tr,
w.ili.
Hi na mnnn
VvaillttUU.
lucrum- invigorating sort is often needed after
ri 11VS- tn
lUr
cent home in St. Petersburg in a dis- massage, especially if, the pores are
trict reserved for the nobility, and his Inclined to be big, and all authorities
s
agree that a
cologne is the
traveling Is done in the czar's
car. The king of Saxony's best for this. A formula for farina
American dentist, Doctor Jenkins, cologne, which Is much used in this
lives In a castle near Dresden.
way, follows below:
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FEARS THIEVES HIDE IN RAIN
Storm Rattles Windows, She
and Is Found In Fence
,"

"11
BIDS

LISAS' BY

Flees

Oil of bergamot ;
Oil of neroll
Oil of rosemary
OH of temon
Oil of cloves
Oil of lavender....
Rectified spirit

1 ounoe

,

.
,

drams
drams
drams
1 dram
1 drara
1 gallon

6
8

The druggist would put up this formula more perfectly than It could be
done at home, or else supply a bottle
St. Louis, Mo. When a wind and of Gorman
cologne, which would be
was
at
Mrs.
rain storm
night
raging
'
as good.
very
nearly
Jane Diamond, 70 years old, who has
lived alone at 1200 Marshall street,
Arranging the Veranda.
Alton, 111., slnee the death of her husDo not crowd the veranda to overshe
months
two
ago,
thought
band,
with odds and ends, or all
heard burglars trying to get Into her flowing
comforts
and charm will be disits
home.
Arrangements should always
Jumping out of bed and without pelled.'
be
to make It desirable as
waiting to put on extra clothing, she an perfected
outdoor living-roowell lighted
and
out
crawled
window
a
back
opened
at night and suitable for breakfast,
to
storm
the
darkness
and
the
into
tea and even dinner. And
hide. Seven hours later, at daybreak, luncheon,
If ia a vicinity where mosquitoes and
1207
Marshall
J. M. Kennington,
street, flies
swarm, screens must
returning from his night's work, found Inclose the porch space. completely
Mrs. Diamond huddled in a fence cori
ner of his yard.
Dark Slippers.
She could scarcely speak, but nian-agAt the present moment slippers of
to tell Kennington how she had
run away from burglars. Kennington the paler tints are not considered good
thinks it was only the storm shaking styles In Paris and footwear in richer
the windows.' The rain had blinded Bhades of dark red, blue and violet
her and she could not see where she combined wth gold and silver are
was going. The thunder and lightning worn with gowns introducing those
tones.
These metal brocades can
had filled, her with terror, she said, and trace
their popularity to the rich Orishe fell many times and was badly
bruised before she came upon the spot ental effects introduced by the eve,
ning gown.'
where Kennington found her.
,

,
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APPEAR

Paris, Aug. 21. Somewhere in Europe, perhaps In Paris itself, is a
"Mona Lisa" factory in full operation.
It would require the attention of Wil
liam J. Burns to find it, but that it
exists and is doing a flourishing business there is ample evidence.
It is just a year this month since
Leonardo Da Vinci's celebrated masterpiece, j'Mona Liisa," disappeared
from the Louvre museum. Since then
more than twenty men, each asserting he was the discoverer of the lost
canvas, has presented himself before
the director of) Che Louvre, carrying a
picture that he insisted was the1 original. "Mona Lisa" in every case wore
the "eternal smile," but the director
the picture
invariably pronounced
spurious.
Original

May Be In America.

Where is the real "Mona Lisa?" an
authority on old masters was asked.
He answered unhesitatingly:
"The original probably is in America. I should not be surprised If
there are as many as a dozen American millionaires each of whom believes he is the owner of the famous
picture. For obvious reasons they
are remaining quiet now. But in a
few years, when the scandal of the
disappearance; from the Louvre is
half forgotten, I look for spirited riv
Mr.
alry among these collectors.
Moneybags of New York will invite
a select company of his trlends to
his private gallery to view the masterpiece, and Mr. Golddust of Pittsburg will challenge him by throwing
open his museum and producing the
canvas there.
" 'Mona Lisa' parties will be all the
rage In the United States. Most of the
great museums between the Atlantic
and the Pacific will boast possession
of Da Vinci's greatest work and 'La
Gioconda' will smile upon a score of
cities simultaneously. Dr. Bode, the
German art critic, said not long ago,
you know, that Holbein painted fewer than five hundred pictures and
that two thousand of them now hang
in the United States. There is only
one 'Mona Lisa,' so why shouldn't
Americans have at least a dozen of
it?"
Louvre Director In a Dilemma.
the director of the
Meanwhile,
Louvre' is in a quandary. When the
picture disappeared the management
of the great museum was flayed for
its carelessness and was ridiculed
mercilessly by the French comic papers. Now the men in charge are
afraid to accept any of the pictures
alleged discoverers claim to be the
original. Possibly among the more
than twenty which have been presented for inspection the original did appear. But if that one is ever accepted and fauns, in the Louvre .again
many critics will question its authenticity. And there you are.
The "Mona Lisas" in France are
multiplying almost as rapidly as
members of the original Florodora
sextet and men who left the wreck
of the Titanic by the very last boat.
It has been suggested that a mass
meeting of "Mona Lisas" be held la
Paris and '.the public be permitted to
vote on the respective merits of each,
the government purchasing the cau-va- s
for which the largest number of
ballots Is cast.
somev manufactuier
Meanwhile,
name1 unannounced is coining money, for the big hotels are now filled
with American millionaires, man - ol
whom are always ready to ''listen to
reason" when approached
by
Frenchmen witn "'masterpieces" to sell. Artists sav that it U
as easy to produce "old masters"--t- he
i originals, mind
you aa rare antiquities, and in Paris Louis Seize
furniture and the spoon with which
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Marie Antoinette stirred hor coffee
the morning she was beheaded are

LEGISLATION

.',.

(broad-igaug-

pros-petrou-

.

0

pounds of bacon, 50,000 pounds
of sugar, 6,300 pounds of rice, an
for the animals used 600,000 pounds
ancl hay and 500,000 pounds of oatB.
These figures do not of course include many minor items. The object of the maneuvers was to determine whether or not it is possible for
an invading army to cut off New
York's water, supply and tiius make
22,000

D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor
at 669 Keeling Court, Canton,

Com-poun-

Kia-ne-

la New York Destroyed?
Now that tabulations in connection
with the war game which has been
going on about New, York are com
ing in, the average citizen who in
the end foots the hill for these mimic
maneuvers is more puzzled than ever
as to their results. Whether; or not of them are interesting. In spite of
the city was" theoretically captured the cries of poverty which arise on
and the number of "contruoiive" all .sides one large jewelry house r
deaths are matters that interest him ports that there is no diminution in
far less than the expense involved. the amount of money spent by woAs might be expected the cost of men on trinkets for personal adornfeeding the attacking and defending ment, but instead Increase.
During
armies In these times of the high one week the house in question recost of living have attracted much at- ported sales of 30,000 pieces of cheap
A brief analysis of the Jewelry ranging in price from 25
tention.
amount consumed by the participants cents to $10. Even more surprising
in this game shows that It would is the report of a large dress goods
;

,

A vast amount of ill health Is due
to impaired digestion. When the etom-ac-h
fails to perform its functions properly the whole system becomes de
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets is till you need. They will
strengthen your digestion, Invigorate
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
entirely doing away with that miser
able feeling due to faulty digestion.
Many others have been perTry
manently cured why not you? Fot
sale by all dealers.

it

Red Cross Drug Store.

ASBURY'S BABY PARADE
Asibury Park, N. J.. Aug. 2L A pa
geant of infantry recruited from Port-- '
land. Me., to Walla Walla, Wash, tod
dled before an assemblage of 50,000
spectators today on the occasion of
the annual renewal of Asbury Park's

baby parade. The beach
and board walk were a solid mass
aill
of humanity, assembled from
to.
the
of
witness
the
country
parts
event. The parade was divided into
eight sections ibaby coaches and
doll coaches, express wagons,
costumes in college colors, costumes
in fancy dress, costumes, in burlesque,
floats and turnouts.
world-famou-

s

VJHY

IT

PA YS TO BUV

ADVERTISED GCBBS

'

the affected parts, the application of
other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in relieving the pains and aches of Rheumatism. But such treatment does not
get rid of the disease, because it does not reach its source. Rheumatism
comes from an excess of uric acid in the blood. This acid acts as an irri-- ,
tant to the nerves, muscles and joints, and produces the inflammation
and .swelling, and sharp cutting pains characteristic of the trouble.
When the biooa is overouraened with unc acid
it grows thinner and poorer in nourishing qualities. Then Rheumatism becomes chronic and
not only a painful but a dangerous disease. You
can get rid of Rheumatism by purifying the blood
with S. S. S. This vegetable remedy goes jnto the
circulation, neutralizes and removes the uric acid,
and by building up the thin, sour blood, safely and
surely cures the disease. S. S. S. makes rich,
nourishing' blood, which quiets excited nerves,
eases the painful muscles and joints and filters out
every particle of irritating uric acid from the system. Book on Rheumatism and advice free.- -WE SWiPT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, 64.

lir-ln- g

ni.,

is now well rid of a severe and annoying case of kidney trouble. His back
pained and he was bothered with headaches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
Kidney Pills just as directed and in a
few days I felt much better. My Ufa
and strength semeed to come back,
and I sleep well. I am now all over
my trouble and glad to recommend Fothe city helpless. But as the results ley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
of the whole campaign are purely
theoretical, many citizens are interANNIVERSARY OBSERVED
ested in the more concrete matter of New TJlm, Minn., Aug. 21. Hunthe attendant expense. The nearest dreds of visitors attended the celebraapproach to real warfare is found in tion .here today of the fiftieth annithe wails of citizens whose hen
versary of the defense of New TJlm
houses, gardens, orchards and other and Fort Ridgely against the uprising'
property generally have suffered from of the Sioux Indians in 1862. The
raidthe activities of
day's program Included historical ading parties along the line of march. dresses by Governor Eberhart and
Skyscraper Street Car
others end a great street parad
Skycraping street cars, or at least which was participated In by the Mincars very much higher than those nesota militia and regular troops
now in use, may prove the ultimate1 from Fort Snelling.
solution of Father Knickerbocker's
surface transit problem., At any rate
Hay fever and asthma make August
the city is now trying out its first1 a month of Intense suffering to many
Com
two story car and if it proves success- people. Foley's Honey and Tar
ease and relief.
pound,
gives
prompt
ful the idea of additional stories may and is soothing and
healing to the inbe carried still farther, the new car flamed membrane. Wm. ' M. Mere-theN. Sears port. Me., says: "A few
although in use only a few days has
d
doses of Foley s Honey and Tar
of
of
one
become
the
sights
already
severe attack
me
a
of
relieved
the city. Capable of seating 88 per- of asthma and less than a bottle caus- sons, and with a maximum capacity ol ed a complete cure." Refuse substit171, it embodies many novel features utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Crost
The name or number of each street, Drug Store.
as it is aproached, Is shown by means
SHERMAN'S NOTIFICATION
of an electric announcer.
Ingress
Utica, N. Y., Aug. 21. Vice Presi
and egress are by means of a side dent Sherman's formal notification of
door in the centre of the car. When his renomination toy the republican
this door is open it is impossible for national convention took place here
the oar to start, and should It be opentoday and was made the occasion for
ed, while the car Is In motion, the a
big demonstration. The ceremonies
car Is brought to a stop automatically. were held in Roscoe Conkllng park,
Another, safeguard is the button up- where a vast crowd assembled and
on which the motorman must conlistened to the notification address
stantly keep his hand. Should he by Sentor Sutherland of Utah and
ill or be Injured
the the
become
acceptance speech of Mr. Sher-car stops thus giving additional protection in case the motorman becomes unconscious for any reason.
The "Progressive" Party
Experts are watching the new car to tha Individual, man or woman, who
closely and if experience shows that uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,y
the filling and emptying of the secon- rheumatism, weak hack, ana otner
and bladder irregularities. Foley
d-story
can can be accomplished
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthenwithout delay, the present type of ing, tonic, and quick to produce benecar will be rapidly superceded by the ficial results. Contain no harmful
new trans jprtution skyscrapers.
drugs. Never old in bulk. Put up in
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genBrisk
Continue
High Spending
uine in a yellow package. O. G. SchaefCurious commentaries on the high er and Red Cross Drug Store.
cost -- of living are turning, up; as raFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
pidly as ever and while most of them
do not help in any way to bring about
Leach Cross vs. Young Brown, 10
a reduction in the food bills, many rounds, at New York.

Robert W. Herter, Lawrenceville,
had been bothered with kid
ney trouble for two years, says: "1
tried three different kinds of kidney
pills but with no reliet My neighbor
told me to use Fojey Kidney fins, l
took three bottles of them, and got a
permanent cure. I recommend them
to everybody." O. G. Schaefer and

Jkik

Rubbing1 with liniments, blistering

plasters,-an-

duals controlling the refining Industry would not have offset this widespread damage. On the whole the
business community is well satisfied
to have present conditions continue
undisturbed for another year and to
have the opportunity to take advant
conditions
age of the
which they believe are to prevail,

200,-00-

d

Mo., who

I

.

.

at

and president, began its thirteenth
annual convention In Chicago today
with an attendance of nearly 1,000
delegates representing every section
of the country. The initial session,
following the customary exchange o
greetings, was devoted to the discus
sion 'of the negro as a farmer. The
successful negro
speakers included
farmers and stock 'raisers of South
Kansas, Mis
Dakota, ( Mississippi,
souri. Kentucky, Texas, Oklahoma,
Florida and several other states.
wlil continue its
The convention
sessions until Saturday. A number
of the leading financiers and business
men of Chicago "have accepted invitations to- - address the gathering. Book
er T. Washington will deliver his annual address tomorrow evening. The
session tomorrow
morning will be
over entirely to the annual
meeting of the National Negro Bank
ers' association, which is made up ot
representatives of nearly half a hun
dred of the best established negro
banks in existence in different parts
'
of the south.

have been sufficient to feed a
store to the effect that whereas ten
town for a month. The, larger years ago goods selling for more than
items icluded 170,000 pounds of meat, 25 cents a yard cctnstituted only ten
110,000 pounds of flour, 200,000 pounds per cent of all sales, they now conof Ice (a luxury rarely known in stitute 50 per cent. As a result of
real warfare) 16,000 pounds of coffee, auch figures there is a suspicion that
31,000 pounds of canned goods,
the high cost of spending may have
pounds of potatoes, 4,100 pounds something to do with the high cost of
of butter, 25,000 pounds of onions, living.
good-size-

DELAY OF TARIFF

made while you wait.
Many Who Can Copy.
Europe Is full of artists who, as
far as color and line go, can copy
anything. The copies are made on
on a frame
old canvases mounted
work of decaying wood and when the
paint is dry the picture is put
through an ingenious aging process.
A certain kind of varnish gives a ripe, BUSINESS
IS GIVEN
BRISKER
TONE AS TINKERING
golden tone and a deepening of shadows with the suggestion of the soli
ENDS
,
r
of centuries is obtained by the smearNew York, N. Y., August 21. One
ing of licorice juice.
As for the cracked paint surface
fact that has operated to give
is obtained by business a brisker tone,
pure sign of age-thaccording to
baking the picture carefully in an reports received by the big houses
oven or by laying a plaque of metal here from their
correspondents in
on the canvas and striking it gently different parts of the country, is the
with ' a hammer. Worm holes in abandonment of the
frame or panel are .merely a matter tariff controversy in congress and the
of bird shot fired in with a Shotgun practical certainty that the whole
and afterwards picked out, and fly question of tariff legislation will go
specks, which deceive the flies them- over to a year from next December
selves, are produced by the judicious when the new administration to be
elected this fall will take charge. In
Bplatter( of Indian ink.
Perhaps It Never Was In Paris. the case of most of thai bills revising
And the copies are so like the or- various schedules which have been
iginals that the great museums of under consideration, it was not so
Europe have hung their walls with much the fear that legislation would
Imitations more than once. It has work serious Injury as the uncertain
often been said, for instance, that ty as to, what such legislation was
Rembrandt's portrait of Sobieski in to be thait caused business houses in
the Louvre is only a copy, the origi- the lines affected to proceed cautiousnal being in Russia.
ly in their committments. The one
And Madrid has long claimed to notable exception to this condition
possess the real "Mona Lisa," insist- was in the case of the free sugar
It was ('well (recognized here
ing that the one in the Louvre for- bill.
merly was only a copy. So possibly that thla hill would have been worth
"La Gioconda" has never been stolen millions of dollars td the refining In
after all.
terests which have been bending ev
ery effort to secure Its adoption. If
16 it had been
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth. . Dentist.
passed there undoubtedly
Baldwin St.. Rochester, N. Y., say Fo- would have been a
strong advance in
ley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate the securities of the
sugar trust and
relief and strengthened him wonderOn the
"I have been bothered with the other refining companies.
fully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and other hand, however,
much pain. Foley Kidney businesg men take the view that the
suffered
Pills gave me immediate relief and enactment of the measure would have
strengthened me wonderfully. I am done
vastly more injury than good
pleased to recommend their use." O.
1. Schaefer end Red Cross Drug Store. since it would have destroyed the
growing of sugar cane and sugar
CONGRESS OF NEGROES.
beets and thus would have Impaired
Chicago, 111., Aug. 21. The Nation-a- l the
prosperity of large sections of
Negro Business league, of which the
and they hold that the
country,
Booker T. Washington is the founder
benefit to the relatively few indivi

nm W5117 R iiEiirmTisM
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STEALING OF DA VINCI'S MAS
TERPIECE GIVES COPYISTS
A CHANCE.

,

DAILY

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

"
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Always

Pays

io Buy

Advertised Goods

FOUR

LAS VEGAS DAILY

tion why this representative of the
trusts who is financing the Roosevelt
ESTABLISHED 1879
campaign got in without .besmirching
the cause he Joined. And "curiously
enough," the notorious Boss Flinn of
Publlsed By
Pittsburg, the public contractor who
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
has amassed fifteen millions out of
" (Incorporated)
his deals, made the same excuse! It
ought to bring tears to the eyes of
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR the honest worklngmen of the nation
to see this precious pair of smooth
workers turned to lily whiteness sim
ply by the magic process of being for

ASSESSOR
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Entered at the iiostofflce at East
INDIAN TYPES DISAPPEARING
Las Vegas, N9W Mexico, for transmis
Winnebago, Neb., Aug. 21. The na
sion through the United States malls tional government has at last recog
as second class matter.
r '
nized the importance of preserving
for future generations a true likeness
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of the old Indian type, now fast dis
Daily, by Carrier:
appearing,; and Frank Micka, a New
.05 York scultor has been sent to the
Per Copy
.15 western Indian reservations to make
One Week
.65 busts and masks which will ibe placed
One Month'
7.50 in the United States national museum
One Year

.....................

at

Dally by Mall
One Year
Six Months

....J6.00

...i

3.00

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year ...
12.00
1.00
Six Months
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip

tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on applica
. '
tion.
ALL

PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
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BUSINESS OFFICE....
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Main 9
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PERKINS AND FLINN '
While there is nothing convincing
thQ .explanation given by Colonel
Koosevell; $3 to how George W. Per
kins became Identified with the thirdterm, movement, it la Interesting to
note hat Roosevelt tiU sticks to It
in spite. 6t the recent revelations
concerning the operations of the steel
and hEftxester trusts during his second term. In his speech at Revere
Beach', Mass., the other day, the
colonel eald that Perkins came to
Win iand announced that he was with
the Bull Moose.' This is what Roosevelt says Perkins said:
"'The prime reason why I am with
you,' he told me, 'Is because I have
children. I have come to the conclusion that this country won't be a
good place for my children unless we
lave substantial justice, unless the
relations between capital and labor
are on a better basis. I wish to support any movement which will bring
that about. So far as I can see, you
are the only public man who in good
faith is supporting those views.'"
And Colonel Roosevelt added: "Curiously enough, It was almost exactly
what Mr. Flinn said to 'me later. 1
have immensely appreciated the support of Mr. Perkins and Mr. Flinn.
Both heartily approve of the progressive platform adopted at Chicago."
For pure andi unadulterated balderdash this takes the blue ribbon.
It Is really amazing that Roosevelt
would talk such nonsense for publication. When Perkins turns from his
Wall Street deals and becomes a
white-robeangel of solicitude for
the nation, it Is certainly a matter of
unusual interest. This is the same
Perkins who is cheek-by-jowith
the big "special interests," the same
Perkins who is a director of the steel
trust and harvester trust, the same
Perkins who gave ?50,000 of themon-- (
ey that belonged .to the New York
Life Insurance, company to h.rdp the
campaign of Thoodor RooseYelt In
same Perkins who
l!)U4, ana the
helped to "arrange" the Tennessee
Coal and Iron deal by which the "steel
trust gained possession of a strong
competitor and crushed it, with
Roosevelt's consent and assistance.
This is the same Perkins who was
charged with exerting an undue In
fluence over the late commissioner of
Knox Smith,
corporations, Herbert
and thereby gaining information of
government Intention that was withheld from congress itself.
Perkins' sudden solicitude for his
children is indeed touching. But he
las not failed to provide magnificently for them by his Wall Street
operations and as a partner of J,
Piorpont Morgan. Perkins is not on
record as wanting to do anything for
the American laborer. It was necessary to make some sort of explana
In

I
'

.

Washington.
Mr. Micka is in Winnebago and is
making studies of the very old In
dians, as well as purer bloods of a
younger age. Fgr several months he
has been among the Sioux in, South
Dakota, and after finishing his work
among the Omahas and Winnebagos
he will go to the Osages in Oklaho
ha, and thence to the Apaches and
Navajos in New Mexico and Arizona,
Altogether his work will require the
greater part of' a year before It Is
finished.
The completed busts and masks will
first be placed on exhibition at' the
c
San
exposi
tion, but their 'permanent home will
be in the museum at Washington.
"The greatest obstacle that I have
to overcome," said Mr. Micka, "is the
superstition of the Indians, especially
of the women. They seem to think if
a likeness Is made of them it means
their death. So they will not pose for
me without great persuasion and1 pay,
"When I came to work on the chil
dren," continued Mr. Micka. "I realized that the government had not be
gun an. Instant before it was neces
sary to begin, if the true Indian type
The children
was tot be preserved.
are diseased almost beyond relief. Of
the, 200 children I examined there
were only two who weref good mod
els. Practically all of the others were
;
suffering from disease.
"In a few more generations the In
dian race will be almost extinct, or
Francisco-Panama-Pacifi-

'

at least the distinctive characteristics
of their forefathers wnj nave disappeared. Moat of the present day In
dians bear the marks of civilization
on their faces. The white man's way
is removing the lines worn fy the
old Indian) methods of life."

TAFT MEN WIN IN THE
KANSAS CONTROVERSY
INJUNCTION
TEMPORARY
IS
AGAINST ROOSEVELT ELECTORS.
Kan., Aug. 21. A second
injunction suit to prohibit the names
of the eight Roosevelt
presidential
electors being
put on the general
election ballot in Kansas was filed
before Judge Smith McPherson of the
United States court at Red Oaks, la.,
today. A temporary restraining order
was granted and Charles Sessions,
secretary of state, was notified by
telegraph not to make any move un,

Topeka,

til the injunction had been heard.
Mr. Hite, chief of the Taft attorneys, went to Red Oaks early today
and asked for an entirely ne
injunction, directed solely against
Secretary Sessions. The same allegations of fraud, misrepresentation and
disenfranchisement are set up in the
new suit and the order of Judge McPherson simply prohibits the secretary of state from Issuing any certificates of nomination to the Kansas
'
county clerks.
The first suit was brought to stop
the state canvassing board from issuing any ; certificates to the Secretary of state that eight Roosevelt
men had been nominated. .. But jthe
certificates' already had . been Issued
andthe restraining order would have
had no effect, although the attorney
general advised the secretary of state
to obey it until the hearing before
Judge Sanborn a.t Denver Septems

ber

2.

':''.'.
McPherson sent a

perJudge Smith
sonal telegram today advising the
secretary of state not to act until the
final injunction hearing.

CANADIAN UNDERWRITERS
Montreal, Aug. 21. Leading Insurance men fro mail parts of the

r.

assembled today for the annual coijention of the, Canadian Via
derwriters association, the sessions
of which will continue until Friday
L. Brackett Bishop, president of the
National Life Underwriters' Asssocti-tloof the United States, is among
the scheduled speakers.
'

n

RESOLUTIONS
ARE PASSED BY IN WYOMING THEY "SCRATCHED"
LAS VEGAS MINISTERIAL
CANDIDATES ON PRIMARY
ASSOCIATION.
BALLOTS

GAINED
from Page One)

(Continued

The Las Vegas Ministerial associaCheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 21. Results
tion has passed the following resolu of Wyoming's first state primary elec
amount for state purposes the county
tion of respect for th, late Rev. W. tion are chiefly interesting for local
commissioners, on account of Uie In- R.
Quiggln, pastor of the First Chris contests which developed and confu
creased valuation and by careful
tian
church:
sion over interpretation of the law
conpruning in certain funds which
East Las Vegas, N. M
on the part of eleotlon Judges. Thou
tain a surplus, have been enabled to
19, 1912.
Aug.
sands of party ballots were scratched
make a levy no larger than that in
Whereas, A friend and fellow niln and the names of candidates on the
vogue before the advent of state
ister, the Rev. W. R. Quiggin, pastor other ballot substituted. The count
hood.
,
of the First Christian church of our ing of these votes was done in va
'
The assessed valuation 01 the counfrom our rious ways! according to the idea of
city, has been removed
ty, showing the various items, Is as
midst
and,,
death;
by
the precinct officers.
follows for I9i2:
Whereas, We recognized in hlin a
The strength of the support given
Real estate and improve
an earnest follower Senator F. E. Warren and Congress
brother
beloved,
ments
12,592,903
of the Christ, a staunch defender of man F. W. Mondell, candidates on the
. . . .
Horses and mules .
71,141
the faith, a fearless exponent of republican 'ballot for renomlnation, is
Cattle t
"189,799
righteousness and the noble exempli regarded as significant, the vote
.
7,3oB
Sheep and goats
fication of what a Christian gentle
greatly in excess of the vote In
Other personal property . . . 1,775,019
man should be; and,
the
democratic primary given J. D.
.
assessor.
22,964
Penalty added by
'Whereas, His removal from our Dendrick for senator and Thomas P.
midst is an irreparable" loss to the Fahey, candidate for congress.
Total valuation
J4.739.232
the occasion of great sorrow
family,
Less exemptions . 1. ..... . 293,242
to the members of the churcn which
he served so faithfully, a distinct loss SAN FJ10UEL COUNTY IS
Amount subject to tax ... .14,445,990
to the moral and spiritual assets of
In East Las vegas the valuation
the community and a personal beAHEAD OF BERNALILLO
of property subject to tax this year
as well to the members
reavement
amounts' to $ 1,129,123. In 1911 this
of the Ministerial association; there
property was valued at 1,101,012, an
LEADS SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO
increase for 1912 of 28,111. This fore,
Resolved: That we, the members
COMMUNITY BY $50,675
shows that East Las Vegas, though
of the Ministerial association of Las
IN VALUATIONS
some
"hard
about
complaining
times,'
our. deepest sympathy
as are several ' other large cities in Vegas, express
with Mrs. W. R. Qhiggin and the
When it comes to property valua
New Mexico, is enjoying prosperity
Miss Dorothea,
together tions San Miguel county has the edge
daughter,
and healthy growth.
with the sons in their distant homes on the county of Bernalillo, In which
The valuation in this city, by items,
in their great affliction, and that we is . located
Albuquerque, the larsMt
is as follows:
assure then! that our prayers will as
in the state, and which has al
city
Real estate and lmprove- cend In their behalf, that the "Fath
ways laid claim to being the richest
ments ......
$ 763,269
er of mercies, and the God of all
Mexico.
This
community in New
Horses and mules
4,350
comfort" may be unspeakably prec
Journal states
,
morning's
;
Albuquerque
:..
.........
Cattle
2,755
trial
and
time
in
to
this
of
ious
them
the assessed valuation for Bernalillo
75
Sheep and goats
sorrow.
San Miguel
county is $4,395,315.
Other personal property ... 431,003
our
we
Reselved: That
express
in an
as
stated
county's
valuation,
added
2,876
assessor,.
Penalty
by
sympathy for the church or flock other column bf this paper, is $4,445,
which has been deprived of the loving
Total valuation
f 1,204,328 ministrations of the Undershepherd 990, or $50,675 more than that of
Bernalillo.
Less exemptions
75,205
and pray that in a very special man
The Journal says:
ner, they may be conscious of the
In the assessment roll approved
Amount subject to tax ...$1,129,123
watchful care of the great Shepherd
yesterday, by the board of county
In the Town of Las Vegas, tiie
and Bishop of their souls.
commissioners Is an indication of the
West side, the valuation of property
Resolved:
That we will cherish remarkable
prosperity which the
subject to tax this year amounts to his memory and ever seek to exem
has
had
county
during the last year.
was
1911
In
this property
$324,226.
plify in our own lives, and to provalued at $315,359, a gain for 1912 claim with renewed emphasis those The Increase in the assessed valua-tloof property in the county over
of $8,359. These figures show that
high Ideals for which he stood, and that of last year is nearly a quarter
"old town" is experiencing increased the
princlles of holy living which he of a million dollars. " In actual figprosperity in company with the. rest as an ambassador of Christ Jesus so ures It Is $220,400.
of the county.
We furtherfaithfully proclaimed.
toThe valuation in the Town of Las more call upon, all who knew him to The assessment roll last year
talled $4,174,915. This year It to
Vegas, by items, is as follows:
so profit by the gospel which he
or well over four and a quar
Real estate and improve- lived and preached, that they also ter millions of dollars. The taxes real
ments
$241,263
may be ready for the divine summons Ized from this property In 1911 were
Horses and mules
,
3,038 and may hear as did he the Master's
$270,521.io, or at least, that amount
Cattle ......
1,947 "Well Done."
;
will be realized when all delinquen
124
Sheep and goats ............
NORMAN SKINNER,
cies are wiped out. This year the exOther personal property .... 133,687
Chairman;
realization is $302,869.20, or
ipacted
2,921
Penalty. added by assessor...
EDGAR C. ANDERSON,
about $32,000 more than last year,
Secretary;
Collections of taxes are now running
Total valuation
.$382,980
NORMAN B. GREEN.
about 90 per cent of the expectations,
.
Less exemptions
58,754
so it may be easily seen that the In
IMPROVING EL TOVAR
crease means an addition of nearly
Amount subject to tax-...,$324,226
It is learned from authoritative $30,000 to the revenue derived from
'
The various assessors of the state sources that an appropriation of
In this county.
have been slow this year in complet- $100,000 has been made by the Santa property
taxes for several years
Delinquent
ing their tax rolls, so that it is im- Fe Railway company for improve back are being paid up at a
surprising
possible now to compare the returns ments and additions at Grand Canyon,
rate also, and It Is said that
ly
rapid
in San Miguel county with those of to be distributed between its two hothe owners of several large land
other counties. However, such a good tels at that point, El Tovar and tb
within the county will shortly
grants
showing has been made that it is be- Bright AngeL The improvements Inpay the delinquent taxes on their
lieved that San Miguel county will clude an addition of 50 guest rooms
properties, which will add a considrank, as usual, right up against the at El Tovar. and the enlargement of erable sum to the county's revenue.
top of the list.
the lobbies and public rooms of the
hostelry to about four times, their
present size. . In addition an Immense
'.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE and magnificent terrace will be built
BEULAH BUDGET.
"'
New York, August 21. Smelting, in front of the hotel, leading directly
Steel and Amalgamated Copper, in to the canyon rim. The view from this
the order named, were strong today will be unexcelled. Arrangements will
Unusually heavy rains' have fallen
on the stock market with dealings be made for the extensive use of thi3 in BSulahi and vicinity during the
largest in Steel. The coalers, Harri-man- s terrace by the guests, so that they month of August, and the grass on
and Hills reflected underlying may attend to their business, read, the range, withered by the hot July
strength, with no marked change, but write or just .sit and admire the ever- sun, is again fresh and green. With
Canadian inclined to reaction. Tobnc-c- o changing views.
this abundance of water the crops
The improvements will be begun planted late in the summer are matstocks, such as Liggett and Myers,
Lorillard and Snuff, were up 1 to 3 this winter. All the details of the plan uring rapidly and will prove profitpoints. Pullman was easily the feat-lir- have not yet been worked out, but able to the farmers..
of the equipment group, gaining they will be ready when construction
Campers in the Sapelio canyon near
is begun. The actual aproprlation has Beulah are still numerous. W. J.
almost five points.
n
and family of Las Vegas are ocBonds wers strong. Further gains already been, made ., .;
The improvement at the Bright An cupying a cottage on the Barker
in Amalgamated, and Anaconda were
made in the i Jon hour with consider- gel will include the addition of a num ranch. They have made to the trip
to Hermit's peak and Beaver creek
able activity In Ontario and Western, ber of guest rooms.
and are enjoying their outing in the
which rose 2Ms points.
Otherwise
hill thoroughly.
the market was featureless. The market closed Bteady.
Fislng on the Sapelio has been excellent this summer. It is said that
Practically all gains were obliteiat-eTODAY IN CONGRESS
ranchmen near Beulah have posted
in the last hour, when a sagging
notices prohibiting intruders, but far
the
general list
tendency overtook
ther up stream fishermen are made
The reversal was not attended by any
Washington, Aug. 21. Senate: Con- welcome.
pressure, but seemed to originate in
One of the prominent ranchmen of
a lack of further bull Initiative. The vened at 11 a. m.
Senator Bacon introduced resolu- Beulah who had planned moving to
last sales for the day were:
tion authorizing an investigation of Las Vegas for the winter and building
87
Amalgamated Copper
the recent landing in Nicaragua by a house in the Meadow City, has givAmerican Beet Sugar, bid..,. ..1.2?
en up the idea. On investigating the
.
Atohlson
..109H American forces.
Passed bill creating a "division of building prices he discovered that he
Great Northern i .'..:...'.....:. 140
markets" in bureau ot statistics, de- would have to pay as muoh for one
New York Central
,117
day's labor in the city as for four or
partment of agriculture.
158
Northern Pacific
the
ranch and decided that the wise
House:
Convened
noon.
at
170
Reading
....112-Message from President Taft veto- plan was to stick to the ranch during
Southern Pacific , .Y.
172 VI ing legislative, executiva..and judicial the coming winter.
Union Pacific
74aproprlation bill because of provision
United States Steel
abolishing commerce court was read.
Read The Optic
United States Steel, pfd. ......113

.............
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HIS SWORD

HEAD OF Uai.vVENERABLE
IS DEAD IN
TION ARMY
'
LONDON

-

New York, Aug. 21. William iiram-wel- l
Booth, eldest son of the luU;
William Booth, commander ot the Sal
appointed
vation Army, has been
head of the army to succeed his
father, who died in London last night
from septic poisoning following an
operation for cataract of the eye
some time ago.

General Booth, commander of tiie Sal.
vation Army who difd last night,
cv-1 vv?;k and
probably iwli extf-nthe funeral will lake jlac probably
AugtiHt 29 or 30. The lying la stats
li to be at the Salvation Army congress hall, Clapton, the largest building owned by the Salvation Army.
On the day of the funeral 1,000
will participate la a mass
a larger hall. The Crystal
in
service
Palace may be used.
A melodramatic notice posted la
front of the salvation Army headquar.
ters says:
"The general has,, laid down his
sword. God is with us."
All flags on Salvation Army headquarters throughout the country have
Messages of conbeen
from a
received
dolence are being
the
of
globe,
(
parts
half-maste-

-

:

Preparing for Funeral.

London,

21.

Aug.

f
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SEE! This fine Dinnei
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
S3.80
EMPRESS Flour CASH

'

.

liY

HBQULAR RETAIL VALUE. tlS.OO

; "

We pnrohiwed several cn.rinn.At of thin beantlfal dinner-warn exclujwe
PDrohme enniilBd tba manufacturer to give a
n
very low price. We re oliarglnit part of
expense," nd only ik yon to pay a pHreeuwite of the actual cow

hrn

toe
be dupl loated to
ft Is of b beautiful "Comoi" tlealun and cannot
bota
t
atore.
It
In
chiua
retaU
guaranteed
bj
for
leas
than
any
lit
uallty

ibe manufacturer and ourselves.
ns Btij
There Is coupon tn every sack of LARA BEE'S Floor. Send
exprena money order, and
eonpons and 3.9U In caab, draft, postal or frefcht.
Address
yoa one of these beautiful setsofbythe Larabee
Flour
Inittanee to The China Department
SBSohlnson. Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address Plainly.
Flour are also good for Holers' SilrerwarS
The coupons In LABABBB'8 Aak.
for descriptive circular.
and ether valuable premiums
v

PAF.K"i'r

(

,

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Goo-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

GERMAN-

d"

a Delight

ALL oreOCECRS
Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Jefferson Reynolds President
HuJ'ett Ray noids Cashier
ft. trie hoks vsst

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Mspnen u. Davis vice rresment

'

e

'

,
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our' Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Pa!J on

TSmo

Deposits

FINAL10DAYREDUCTIOH SALE
1

at

IPHflRfltPS
1LH
1

WILL CLDSE SATURDAY, AUGUST

ALL LADIES SUMMER

READY-T- O

24

WEAR

Po-ch-

d

I

APPAREL REDUCED

33

1-

-3

PER CENT

Don't Fail to Get In on Our Great Reduction Sale on Shoes and Oxfords
Some Very Special Prices
Quoted on
Dry Goods
TH
V

Jl

PS

store

of Quality"

j

LAS VEGAS DAILY
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PERSONALS

VB1TTEN PKOFOSITi ntt
III

HOT! hums
.iihHmi.

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Thuli of Watrous
were visitors la Las Vegas today.
TRUSTEES OF GRANT SERIOUSLY
Albino Gallegos of Las Conchas,
'
CONSIDERING PLAN OF
wag In Las Vegaa today on business.
FEGI1TE
DENVER. MAN.
Sidney Prager and family of Ros- well left this afternoon in their auto- That the board of trustees of the
Las Vega8 land grant is
mobila,
deeply inter- CHAMPION SAYS COMING BATTLE
Miss Cornolla
Murray retarhea ested in the proposition of James R.
WILL BE A TOUGH PR0PQ-SITIOthis afternoon from a month's trip Thorpe for the completion of the
to Denver.
Camtltild irrigation
project on the
Mra. E. L. Ootf of Lamy was in grant north of Las
New York,. 'Aug. 21. "Joe Jean
Vegas is shown by
Las Vegas yesterday and today visit iue tact nat that
body nas asked nette is a tough fighting proposition.
ing friends.
Mr, Thorpe to reduce his pian to writ- I'm not afraid to face hltn in & ring,
Mrs. Ike Davis and children return ing and submit it for
approval tomor but I would much rather fight Sam
ed last night from "an extended visit row
morning. Mr. Thorpe, his engin- Langford or Sam McVey."
in California.
eers and lawyer, spent' the greater
In those words Jack Johnson gavfi
Manuel Maes, the ConzaJles mer- part of today in preparing the prouo- - his opinion of Jeannette's
fightink
chant, was in Las Vegas today-o- n
a ItkuwwMch. occupies several type- - ability. Freely and without mincing
his words, he told Jess MoMahon, the
purchasing trip.
wrfnm pages.
W. F. Stephenson,
The grant-boar.commercial
was in session manager of the St. Nicholas A, C,
man of El Paso, was ir Uus Veaas to- agai this nioriiing'; and discussed just what he though of the proposed
. matters relaiive. to tHe hie irriirfl.Hnn match with Jeannette. MoMahon had
day on bus'Soss.
E. O. Thdmda, the mall carler.'j.ijt pioj'-c- t
meet gain tomorrow made the trip to Chicago to, obtain
yesterday afternoon for his ranch for the
of reading and con Johnson's .consent to the patchy and
near Boulder, Colo.
sidering Hr. Thorpe's proposition. A it was while they were dickering over the money end that the champion
Mr, and Mrs. Edwin Evans, left last telegram was received this
morning
s
night on train No. '9 for Los Angeles, from D. A. Camfield, president of the fighter gave his views regarding
wheer they will reside.
Camfield Development coxupany, to
(
pugilistic quality.
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad Came in the effect that his son was serious
"It's because I regard Jeannete as
last night from Colorado and was ly ill in Greeley, Colo., and had been the next best fighter to myself In the
"here today on business.
obliged to undergo an operation for world that I'm sticking out for
T, C. Tlncher, special agent of the appendicitis. This fact, the message
continued Johnson. "He is a
Haynes Motor Car company, left th's stated, had delayed Mr. Camfield in tough man the hardest fighter In
afternoon on a short business trip to starting for Las Vegas but he intends this country, or any othei country, to
Santa Fe.
arriving here some time tomorrow. defeat. If you knock down most fightMrs. R. k. Larkln and children ar- The board will discuss with Mr. Cam- - ers you have them practically1 whiprived this afternoon from Spring- field and his lawyers the legal pro ped. Not so with Jeannette. You
field, Mo., where they have been dur- ceedings which have been instituted can knock him down time and again
ing the past year.
against him for the collection of his and he keeps oomlng up for more.
D. L. Batchelor, Santa Fe statiqn bond.
Friends of mine whd saw him fight
agent, will return this evening from
There is every indication that the Langford in Madison Square Garden
La Junta where he has been in at- grant board will, transact business in say that he trimmed Sam plenty
tendance at an O. S. and D meeting. the near future that will De of vital and then some. That is why I say
Mr. and' Mrs. Charles Vasse, who importance in relation to the Cam-fiel- I'd rather face Langford or McVey
have been visiting in Las Vegas for
irrigation system, in which ev than Jeannette."
McMahon had a Sard time signing
the past several months, will leave ery person in Las Vegas is greatly
Jess was with the chamrtonight for their home in Hunts ville, interested. Every step, however, Is Johnson,
'
'
from 9 a. m. till 3 p'.
Mo.
, ; .
pion
; '.
constantly
taken
and
beingf
slowly
advisedly
Mrs.' N. Weil and daughter, Miss and when the board takes action
on
m.,
Wednesday before he obtained
it
"Edith Weil, of Ocate, and Miss Eileen will do so advisedly and after consid the champion's signature to fight
.Armstrong of Chicago, are in Las Ve- ering the situation rom all possible Jeannette. Johnson held out for
MoMahon said:
gas guests at the home of Mr. and viewpoints.
"I'd willingly give you $30,000 Jack,
Mrs. E. R. Russell.
if the clubhouse was able to hold the
Dr. H. M. Smith of Las Vegas, who
National League.
lint it will only hold 5,000 and
crowd,
is in charge of the state insane
R.
21.
E.
H.
Pittsburg, Aug,
I
can't
you more than $25,000."
give
.'
in that city came over to spend Pittsburg
0 4 1
-"Hox
are Interested In the
any
Fe.
tomorrow
in
and
Santa
1
0
8
......
today
Brooklyn
'm
.
club?"
Johnson.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
Aams, Warner and Gibson; Rucker
"Just two persons my brother EdHarry Hoskins, accompanied by his and Erwin.
and myself."
ward
wife and baby, arrived last night from
"All
right, I'll take the $25,000 with
in
visit
a
for
in
their home
Trinidad,
Las Vegas with Mir. Hosloina' father, LEADERS BATTLE FGUH a privilege of 50 per cent of the jgross
gate and 50 per cent of the picture
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San MI-- i
'
privileges," replied Johnson. "I think
guel National bank.
SCORELESS
the pictures will be papular, particu- - Frank
Gherin driver for the E. Rollarly in France and England, where
mero Hose and Fire company and BiJeannette and I are well known. The
and
lly Booth, who weighs the sugar
GIANTS AND CUBS ARE ENGACFD
pictures look so good to me that I'm
sacks the vegetables at the York groIN HARD FIGHT ON CHICAGO
willing to give $10,000 for the rights
cery! store, are spending a few days
FIELD.
to them."
Pecos
on
the
and
fishing
oamping
MoMahon and Johnson
agreed to
river.
from
Chicago, Aug. 21. Enroute
of good
$5,'000 as a guarantee
post
Trinidad
of
Dan Kelly
accompanied St. Louis to
the New faith td, live up to the terms of their
Pittsburgh,
'
"by Miss Irene Wartz of Kansas City, York Giants stopped off in Chicago
agreement. Each put up $1,000 at
Mo., and John Warren of Worcester, to play a postponed game with the
once with the understanding that the
Mass., will arrive tonight on train Cubs. -- Rifchie, who has fallen heir
other $4,000 was to be placed In the
home
at
the
Uo. 9 and will be guests
to Jack Pfeister's, old name,
"the
of the stakeholder. Alderman
t Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kelly, for sev- Giant killer," because of his effective- hands
of Chicago, before next TuesTearney
'
eral days. '
ness against the NewlYork club, was day.
,. ,
some
M. Bridewell, who spent
to pitch for Chicago. Tesrau, ""What will be the prices of admisslated
time here about a year ago, has re- who won for the Giants in the second sion?" said Johnson.
turned from El Paso, Arizona and oth game of their last series here, was to
"I haven't decided yet," replied Mcer places south .of here. He says the (pitch for New York.
"but I think, $10, $20 and
Mahon,
the
of
Lag Vegas climate has that
Before the game the Cubs were five $30."
Test of the world so badly beaten that and one half games, behind the Giants.
"I think you ought, to get those
he proposes to settle here for life.
At the beginning of their last series prices easily," said- - Johnson. "Why
E. J. MeWenle, manager of the Las with ' McGraw's men they were six the western patrons of boxing paid $50
Vegas Roller Mills, left last night games behind.
to see Flynn and; me fight, and I'm
for Colmor on a wheat purchasing , First Innings: New York Snod- certain the match with Jeannette will
trip. Friends of Mr. McWenio say grass walked, but was caught steal- be a better bout in every respect. You
that while he is in the city of Colmor, ing second Archer to Tinker. Doyle can depend on me to sell 300 tickets.
he will purchase a corner lot on one flew out Saier. Becker singled to My friends will come over to New
of the main streets Of the town as an center and Murray filed to Leach.
York in a special train to see the
to fight."
investment.
Chicago Sheokard grounded
While Johnson was talking so careJefferson !Raynold4 president of Snodgrass. Schulte fanned. Devore
the First National bank, left this af got Tinker's fly. No runs, no hits, lessly of $30 and $50 a seat for his
ternoon on train No. 10 for Denver no errors,
fights his mind failed to hark back
Second inning: New York Devore to 'the night, bf January 'J16, 1908,
"and Salt Lake City. Mr. Raynolds
was safe on Zimmerman's wido throw when he and) Jeannette fought three
will atttwid the session of the
Commercial
congress, to first; Leach wag under Herzog's rounds In the Sharkey A. C. for the
out Zimmerman
to total receipts of the house. This sum
which convenes in Salt Lake City on fly. Meyers
New Saier. Fletcher flied to Schulte. No was split' between them. Johnson and
August 27, as a delegate from
'
, Jeannette were then just starting to
runs,' no hits,1 ona error.
Meixico.
flied
to climb the pugilistic ladder. Neither
Chicago Zimmerman
Mrs. W. H, Glassford arrived last
was
but
Leach
walked,,
in his. wildest dreams imagined that
caught
PhilipDoyle.
the
in
night from Iut home
was passed but Evcrs in six years' time the fistic fans would
Saier
her
with
stealing.
visit
a
for
pine Islands,
filed to Murray. No runs, no hits, rio pay them a small fortune to see them
mother, Mrs. S. B. Davis, at the Plaza
.
errors.
box ten rounds. That $79 looked
was
formerly
hotel. Mrs. Glassford
New
York Tesreau good to'them oh that cold, bleak win
Third
inning:
has
a resident of Las Vpgas and
wife singled to left. .Snodgrass flied 'to ter night, and they fought just as
many friends here. She is the
Leach. Doyle forced Tesreau Evers hard for It as they will on September
of Colonel Glassford who is stationed
'
to Tinker. Doyle caught
stealing, 25 for the thousands they will receive.
,
in the Philippines.
Archer to Evers. No runs, one hit,
MoMahon practically stole a march
no errors.
on Billy Gibbon, the 'manager of the
Chicago Archer singled to center. Garden A. C. Gibson started for ChiSAYS WIFE IS CRAZY
also cago several hours ahead of McMaRichie struck out. Sheckard
Boulder, Colo., Au?.
Schulte fanned. No hon, but made the mistake of purout.
struck
that ho fears his divorced wife may runs, one hit, no errors.
Caschasing his railroad ticket from a
attempt the life of his daughter
New York- - Becker broker. As a result he was sidetrackFourth
inning:
eins M. Eby of Laramie, Wyo., began fiicd, to Leach; Richie and Saier re- ed on a slow train. McMahon took
cult in the county ourt today to have tired Murray. Devore was out Evers the Twentieth Century limiiited and
Their
Mrs.
Eby declared insane.
No runs, no" hits, no errors. beat Gibson Into Chicago on last Wedstudent at to Saier.
daughter. 19 years old, is a
Tinker struck out.
Chicago
nesday morning by several hours.
i?
thP state university. The action
to
Leach singled
walked.
"After paying Johnson a visit I don't
suit
divorce
a sequel to a sensational
flied to Becker, Zimmer- wonder that he demands $30,000 beSafer
rlirht.
then
of two years a 50 when Eby,
to third after the catch. Evers fore he will fight," said McMahon.
"ounty man
the
of
republican,
No "His
secretary
was
out,
Herzog to Snodqras-iliving expenses cost him a forwife
errors.
no
cninmttleo, was accused by bis
tune. He lives in style, with a capione
hit,
runs,
a
VP
of threatening her life
tal S'. He has servants galore. He
home
month afro Mrs. Eby made her
owns and operates four automobiles,
Tha Optie
reads
Everybody
with her son at Plttsfield, XX..

h
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put-pos-

Jean-nette'-

$30,-900- ,"

OPTIC,
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the upkeep of which must cost him a
'
pretty penny.''
"Do you intend to have bouts with
the three champions
Johnson, Coulon
and Kilbane on the same night?" a
reporter asked McMahon.
"No, we have decided to hold them
on separate nights," was the reply.
"Johnny Kilbane and Johnny Duu'dee
will fight on the night of September
4."

asy-"lu-
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d
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0

d

$30,-00-

mm

For these five engagements Johnny
probably received more money than
ihe had earned, during all the rest of
his professional career. In less than
a year he had been lifted from medioTO FiIEET
TO
crity to a championship.
sensible
a
man,
Kilbane
young
Being
must realize all this. It isn't like him
to scorn the nest wherein he found
the golden eggs. Until we hear directly from Johnny we will give him
MANDOT: AND RIVERS SHOULD tho benefit of the doubt and figure SAPULPA
GIANT PITCHES
HI3
PUT UP A WONDERFUL
HAT INTO THE SQUARED
that the little fellow has been mis- '

CLASSY

The week beginning September ,22
will be a pugilistic carnival. Not on
BATTLE
V
ly will Johnson and Jeannette clash
but Ad Wolgast and Packey McFar-lanwill meet. These matches will (By H. M Walker In Los Angeles
be fought! out within two days of
Examiner)
The next Qubensberry card of nation
each other,' the former bout on Sep.
tember 25 and the latter on Septem al importance is the scheduled
ber 27. Just why Billy Gibson, who battle between Mexican Joe Rivers
bout of this city and Joe Mandot, the New
arranged the
for the Garden A. C, selected the date Orleans Frenchman.
The fighting Josephs will meet be
of September 27 has not been explained. The fistic fans profess the se- fore- the Pacific Athletic' club In the
lection of' this night a disposition on Vernon arena, on the afternoon of
the part of the Garden managers to Labor day, Monday, September 2,
fight the St. Nicholas A. C. and to with the official referee, Charles F.
detract from the iprestige of the
Ey ton, acting as Judge.
It does not take a great stretch of
matA The MoMahon
brothers say that there is not a clash the Imagination to see In the winner
between the clubs that Gibson se the next lightweight champion of the
lected September 27 because he was-no- world. When Jt comes right down to
aware that the big bout had been a, question of making the lightweight
clinched for September 25. The St limit, 133 pounds ringside, Rivers and
Nicholas A. C. managers said that Mandot are the two boys from whom
they believed Gibson would change Ad Wolgast has most to fear.
the date when he arrives hem '
Rivers fought himself Into one en
If both bouts are held as scheduled gagement with the present champion
it will mean that the patrons of box- and the unsatisfactory result of this
ing will pay at least $100,000 during affair has left the coast public clamthat week to see the champion heavy- oring for another meeting between
weight and
champion lightweight the pair. Should the Mexican defeat
fighters show their skill in local rings. Mandot he must eventually find him
self In the ring with the champion

:

-

FIV

Birdie Cree is the only regular
among the New- - York Highlanders
that is hitting for .300 or better.
Jean Dubuc is the leading pitcher
of the Detroit Tigers, having won
fifteen of his first twenty games.
players in the

: Twenty-eigh- t

Nation-

al league and 22 in the American
league are batting in the .300 class.
A brother of Johnny Evers, of the
Cubs, is to receive a try-ofrom
Manager McGraw of the Giants next
spring.
A Boston
fan rolled over and
yelled: "If Boston Is the Hub of the
universe, Speaker Is the greatest
'Spoke' In the wheel."

Derrill Pratt, the Southern league
recruit, is playing a sensational game
both in the field and at bat for the
St. Louis Browns.
Manager Jimmy Callahan has added two promising youngsters, Catcher
Ray Schalk and Pitcher Ralph Crahb,
to his White Hose outfit.
The Cleveland
Naps have been
coming along strong of late, and it's
a pretty safe bet that the Davis outfit will finish in the first division.
The Boston Braves had a chance
to sign Eppa Rixey, but couldn't see
him and the Quakers jumped in and
signed the University of Virginia
star.
Bob Bescher,
of the Cincinnati
Reds, Is the "speed king" of the National league. Bob leads the organization both In run getting and base
stealing.
Joe Kelley's Toronto team has
come to the front on the run and is
giving Rochester and Baltimore a
real' battle for the international league pennant.
The Pirates and the Cubs did great
work during their eastern trip, and if
they can keep up the pace at home,
the Giants will have to go some to
hold their own. '
Boston and Washington ran neck
and neck during their western trip.
The Red Sox won 10 games, lost 5
and tied 1, while the Senators copped
10 contests and lost 6.
One noticeable feature of the American league race s the fact that very
few fans throughout the country
would begrudge the Senators the pennant. Washington never" has had anything that resembled a championship,
and the majority of th fans are pulling for "Old Fox" Griffith's boya to
win.

.

-

DEFAULTER IS CAPTURED
Kan., Aug. 21. John"' A.
Topeka,
Flack, wanted on a charge of having
defaulted $75,000 of the funds of the
Abilene State bank at Abilene, Kansas, of which he was cashier,; has
been captured in New York City, ac
to
cording to information received
day by J. N. Dolley, state bank comThe chase lasted several
missioner.
months.

again.
Mandot has been "coming" for the
past year., He. has been boxing In
sensational form and Is tie idol of the
sporting fraternity south of the Mavicson and Dixon line. A clean-cu- t
Manwould
of
Rivers
make
over
tory
dot one of the best lightweight cards
in the country, one that Wolgast could
not afford to overlook. With Ad In
his present poor form, either Rivers
or Mandot would have a large following If matched with him.
Rivers showed! his respect for Man- dot by not appearing at the ringside
of the Thomas Conleyi bout last Satur
day. When the calls for Joei went unanswered it was ' explained by his
manager, Joe Levy, that Rivers was
sticking, close td his work at Venice
and did not care to miss even one
afternoon's workout
A big Sunday crowd saw the French
boy in action at the Doyle camp in
Vernon yesterday. There was a gen
eral craning of necks by the curious
when Mandot walked vto the handball court and leaped through a ten- minute workout with "Young" Dough:
erty,
Hn his shadow boxing and
ag
punching Mandot was the picture of
grace. While boxing, Joe took things
easy with his sparring partners.
Though not sensational, his work with
the gloves was convincing. He boxed
with Jimmy Evans and Dougherty.
At the finish Mandot gave his weight

at

134 pounds.

Carl

two-yea-

manager-matchmak-
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EXCURSIONS

.

Rivers at Venice is being handled
by his old trainer, Willie Rooney. He
is using "Brother" Andyi Rivers and
Charley Dalton as sparring partners,
but has Invited any of the fast local
boys to the camp for volunteer duty.
There Is a possibility that Eddie
Cam pi, the popular San Francisco
bantam, may be matched with Batto
main
preliminary
ling Chico as the
the Labor Day event.
Campl has been so well advertised
match
down here that the Oampi-Chicwill be In Itself quite a drawing card.
o

'it is not easy to believe that John
hy Kilbane has made the many mean
mentions of the Los Angeles "game"
'
credited to him.
,1
If there exists the slightest spark
Kilbane
of gratitude in his make-umust appreciate the fact that he is a
"Made in California" champion.
Johnny was brought to the coast
by Promoter McCarey at a time when
he had Ibeen filling dates at Canton,
Akron, Lorain, oYungstown and other
centers of
'General Merchandise"
Ohio. He hadn' yet fought his way
into the pages of Tom Andrews' book
of records or reached that financial
point where his fee could be figured
in four columns.
The good looking stranger stubbed
his toe, figuratively speaking, when
he was beaten by Joe Rivers. Although a loser, Kilbane was given another date. This time Johnny won
over Patsy
decision
the
Kline, tout the youngsters offered what
was probably the poorest exhibition
ever staged at Vernon, and this is a
strong inducement when we recall the
p

Sullivan-Gardne- r

AT CHARLOTTETOWN
Charlottetown, P. E. I., Aug. 21.
Many star athletes from Halifax, St.
John and other points assembled here
today to compete for honors in the
annual track and field
twenty-fiftATHLETES

MorSapulpa, Okla., Aug. 21.-JLarney Lictenstein Is handling an
other fighting member of the White ris, the Sapulpa engineer, has severed
brother of his connection with the Frisco railThe
family.
Jack and Charley is being billed as road and will devote all of his time
to the fight game in future. This deBlly Wagner.
"Wagner won the lightweigiht cham cision was reached today after a
pionship of Canada by knocking out thorough canvass of the situation,
Billy Allen of Ottawa in nine rounds," The "Sapulpa Whirlwind," as Carl is
writes lichtensteln. "He fights pret- widely known, will employ "Kansas
ty much on the order of Joe Rivers City Jack Johnson" as his trainer
r
and Is bound to be heard from as a under a
contract and the
contender for the title. Will bring big negro boxer and trainer will bethis colt out to the coast this winter." gin with Morris September 15.
Dr.;-- A.
Jack and Charley were both clever
C. Frampton,
for Morris, stated today
performers. The fault to be found
with them was their lack of aggres that he and the big engineer would
siveness. The "kid" brother has leave Sapulpa September 15 for Kanshown that he has the punch. If he sas City and there join his trainer
can prove a "heart" we accept Lar and proceed at once to San Francisco to arrange a few engagements.
ney 's lingo seriously.
He said Carl would fight the winner
of the Flynn-Mllle- r
bout, which
comes off Labor Day, but denied the
JOHNSON STILL BARRED.
New York, Aug. 21 It is more than story that Morris would fight again
In Oklahoma.
probable that Jack Johnson and Joe
"Governor Cruce will not permit a
n
Jeannette will not settle any argu-metas to fistic superiority in this real scrapping match between men
city. The McMahon brothers are go- who are known as fighters, and Carl
ing ahead with the work of prepar Morris practically Is barred in this
state. We will reach" Frisco about
ing for the match, but the wise ones
believe It is a certainty that John- September 18 and arrange to meet
son never will collect a cent of that the winner of the Al Kaufman oout.
Kaufman is to meet the winner In
not next month, anyway.
$25,000
match and Carl will
The State Athletic commission has the Flynn-Mllla rule written In indelible Ink in the fight the winneT of that match.
big book up at Albany, absolutely Should he win and I am sure he will
It will put him high up the ladder
barring Jack Johnson from boxing In
for
the world's championship, which
New
state
of
York.
banishThis
the
ment is due partly to Johnson's an- really belongs to him," declared the
noying way of seeking publicity In doctor.
New York, partly to the fact that Governor Dix has noted that every time
Johnson appeared in tne ring there
f
f
was trouble of some kind after the
affair and also to the fact that assurWITH THE BOXERS
ances were given the governor when
he signed the Frawley bill that no
Tommy O'Toole's next bout will be
prize fights would be staged in the
state. At that time Johnson's name a clash with Tommy Dixon In Philawas put on the list of undesirables.
delphia, on September 20.
There has been no official notice
The Garden A. C. of New York
from the State Athletic commission would like' to stage a iOround bout
Jotia- and that body will meet the latter between Champion Kilbane
no
Is
thfa
there
Dundee.
of
but
week,
part
ny
hint that any change in the rule
Mike Gibbons' young brother Tm-my- ,
who Is said to be a clever middleagainst Johnson will be made. The
rule Is a part of the state statutes weight, is going to break into the
and was put in the book last year.
boxing game next month.

glide.

Although he scarcely deserved it,
Kilbane was given another match- He
scored a clean and honest, though
He won
lucky, victory over Rivers.
a decision over Conley, and next came
his meeting with Attell, when he out- championships of the Maritine Pro jabbed Abe for 20 rounds and hopped
vinces Amateur Athletlo association.
out of the ring a champion.
-

h

PUEBLO

COLO. $11.53
.

ST. LOUIS,

DENVER

O $43.33
CHICAGO,

CGLOAE3 SPRINGS $13.70

UW
SL PAUL,
ILL.

MI.

$45.23

$46.23

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexic and points in
British Columbia.
i

,

Tickets on sale daily June 1st, to Sept. 30th,, are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
:'
sale to many points in East.
NEW

mi

N. Y., VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES
'

$75.33

$72.S3

For further information call 6n or write.

D. L: BATCHELOR,
-- AGENT-

If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest us? the
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Directory:

"I had proceeded in this way a few
steps, when suddenly I saw, about
eight feet away on the curving border
of the spruces, running directly at
me what appeared to be a large bear.
I had Just time to push forward the
butt of my rifle and yell, when the
bear collided with me, knocking me
down. It seemed to turn slightly to
the left as I pushed my rifle into it,
and I clearly recall its shoulder striking my left hip, Its head striking Just
above my left knee, while its claws
struck my shin so that it is now black
and blue. I had the sensation of one
about to be mauled and mutilated. As
I fell to the right my rifle dropped,

GttlTRAL.'U.0,1 EL
T.r.is.

i?.

fiuit,

Pre,'?

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
$ast Las Vegas, IN. M.

What Other

Af-

YOUNG

20-6t-

Automobile, Carriage &

si an Pikinritw
'

PLASA HOTEL

bring him again. v Good-by!- "
Should she be in Jail or in a lunatic
isylum?

Shumate's Studio

Homesick Immigrants.

Miss Shumate is a graduate

sad-eye- d

in Art and Photography
and a Student with the Old
Masters of Europe.
TELEPHONE

IAIN 334

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleared' to learn that there is at least
one dread disease that science has
teen able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Cat'
arrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
'and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assist
Ing nature in doing its work. The pro
prietors 'have so much faith in its cur
ative powers that they offer One Hun
dred Dollars for any case that it fails
to cure. Send for list of testimonials,
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75a
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
pation.
One of the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamber
lain's liniment twice a day and mas

sage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief
For sale by all dealers.

-

Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer living
Fleming, Pa., says be has used
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy in his family for fourteen years, and that he has found it to
an excellent remedy, and takes
pleasure in recommending it For
eale by all dealers.

near
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In the steerage office of a European
men and
steamship line sat
women of the steerage type.
"America too swift for 'em, eh?"
laid a brisk American passing
through. "Going back home, eh?"
"Nothing of the kind," said a clerk.
"The poor devils haven't been here
long enough to find out whether they
will be a failure or not. Just at present they are knocked out by homesickness. That is why they are here.
"The individuals comprising this
particular group came' over alone.
They have no friends here and the
loneliness has floored them. A visit
to the office of the steamship ' line
That brought them over is about the
best bracer they can find.
"I fere they can at least see the picture of the ship they came in, and
maybe strike up a conversation with
some one who is buying a ticket to
go back. . They'll hang around here
off and on for several weeks until the
aharp edge of their homesickness has
worn off."
Real Literary Crumbs.
The librarian opened the book wide
and shook it hard.
"Looking for possible love letters
snd mementoes?" a visitor asked.
"No; bread crumbs," said the librarian. '"Subsequent readers do not
mind love letters, but they do object
Half the books
to bread crumbs.
brought back have , crumbs tucked
away between the leaves. That shows
what a studious town we are. Out
people are so enamored of literature
that they can't stop reading long
enough to eat. Also It shows what a
lonely town we are. Only people who
live alone a great deal read anything
except the newspaper at meal time.
And it shows what a slovenly town
we are. In the interests of hygiene
and aesthetics those voracious read
ers who cram theif heads
stomachs at the same time ought to
clean their books of crumbs, but they
never do."
and-thei-

r
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
1i
NO.
LODGE
DOrtADO
EL
LOOCE NO
, A. F. A
OF PYTHIAS M&fiM
KN IGHTS
A. M.
cem- Reifulur
'
every Monday
munleation
first and
nlng In Cetle Hall,
in
,t A.ahird Thursday
Visiting Knights are
moath. Vttlns brothi. .
1
la rite.
cordially
ra cordially invited.
Cbas. E. Llebsok
N.
Herman, W. VI.; . B. Murray
nlor, Cha n e e o

Duvall.
Woman in BlueIs she a widow? I
was wondering.
Mrs. Prentice She said so. That's
all I know about It
Woman In Gray You can't ,tell by
what people say about themselves.
Isn't she Just back from the west?
Reno or somewhere?
Mrs. Prentice She has a niece out
west whom she was visiting, so she
says.
It must be con, Woman in Brown
venient to have relatives all over the
country that way.
Woman in Blue Aren't you dreadful? That makes me think. I saw
Miss Lane downtown Monday. She always goes down bargain days, you
know. She was in the tea room. I
couldn't see that she had anything but
toast and tea, so I wondered whether
she had lost her position again. She
said that she had a headache.
Woman in Brown--No- ,
she resigned
this time. She's going to be married.
Mrs. Prentice How romantic!
Woman in Brown No, it isn't a bit
romantic. It's a man she has known
for years and they're Just making up
an old quarrel. I suppose she thinks
he's better than nothing now. Do try
pne of these little cakes. They are
positively the .worst tasting things I
ever knew.
Woman in Blue They never have
anything very good to eat here. It
Isn't worth coming far for. You'll notice that every body here has come
from Just around the neighborhood.
Woman in Gray She calls it a neigh
borhood party, I believe. Is that Miss
Vance over there? How thin she is!
Why hasn't somebody taught her to
hold her shoulders back so that she
won't look so dreadfully awkward?
Mrs. Prentice That makes me think
of your aunt.
Woman in Gray My aunt is not
I assure you she is quite
awkward.
graceful.
Mrs. Prentice Oh, my dear, you
misunderstand me. I meant the shawl
that woman over there is wearing-wh- ite
crepe, Isn't it? What is your
aunt busy with now? She is always
doing something interesting.
Woman in Gray She has been working on our family tree and has only a
few more branches to look up. She
has been reading me some old letters
written from small towns over a hundred years ago.
Woman in Blue They must be in-
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COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

R
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NUMBER, MAIN

X.

cook. '

WANTED Experienced
quire 823 Sixth street.

For

la--

CgSq

FOR SALE Several good Jersey
milk cows, fresh and coming fresh.
Ackerman Dairy.
FOR SALE CHEAP

Two pieces of

property, corner Third and Columbia. Call at 902 Third street.

Mrs. Beacon Streete I'm glad your
uncle left you some money, but FOR SALE Twin cylinder motorcy
cle. Very little used. $125. Agua
please, Nor ah, don't call it a legacy.
Say llmbacy. It is very improper to
Pura Co.
Bay leg; always say limb!.
I
shall
an'
Norah Yls, ma'am,
warrum oop thot limb o' mutton for
dinner, or will yez hovlt cowld?

For Rent

FOR RENT

CERTAINLY

over the

FOR RENT Furnished rooms
two connecting rooms fo
housekeeping. Call 619

Chicago Daily News.

P. O. ELKS Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month, at O. R. C. hall. Vlsitina
brothers are cordially invited. P.- D. Mcfelroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, secretary.

ATTORNEYS

r.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC-Meein the forest of brother!
love at Woodmen of the Worl-hal- l
on the second and fourth Ft
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Oh
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vie:
ing neighbors are especially
wt
come and cordially invited.
t

light

Twlb

gt

E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
of B. B. Meets every flreJ

I. O.

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers arc
invited.
oord!;Jiy
Isaeo Appei
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
rotary.

x
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Pure ioe la a Godsend Our ice Is
pure as it is possible to be made and
the doctors recommend" It for the
health and welfare of their patients.
Our prices are reasonable and we
would be pleased to number .you
among our customers.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Phone Main 227

"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
visit
a fine amounting to ?12.60.
ing brethren cordially Invited to at dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
E.
Abrams is associate professor in
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M.
Gebhardt Oriole, Pa. There is nothThe Philosopher It's the man with the engineering experiment station
Frank Friem, V. G.; T. M. Ehrood ing better. For sale by all dealers.
at the University of Illinois. He
a pull that gets ahead.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
The Politician Yes; but - it's the
his) theoretical mechanics to
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
man with the head thai, gets a pulh
the erection ofa machine for the chas
Chlco, Cel., who has handled Foley &
tisement of children without the usCo's medicines for many years, says:
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuee
FICKLE SUMMER GIRL
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
ual manuel labor. When he tried
day evenings each month, at Wood Tar Compound has no equal, and is the
to demonstrate the practicability of
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot one cough medicine I can recommend
the device1 on his little son, tlie
invited to attend. A. It as containing no narcotics or other
cltally
nlother objected.
harmful
The genuine In
Adler,
President; E. C. Ward, See a yellow properties."
A quarrel ensued. Neighbors inter
package. O. G. Schaefer and
rotary.
Red Cross Drug Store.
fered, saving the child from a spank
and
to
the
es
mother
ing,
allowing
cape. It is said the council of admin-RETAIL
istration of the university and the
board of trustees will consider the
MM lea. or More, Each Delivery
2t)o per lit l
dismissal of the professor at their
25c per 1M las
Jtm (be. to Ifiti lbs, Eaeh Delivery
next meeting.
tOc per 1
tf Ike. te 1,oet lbs., Eaeli Delivery
iu
The device that caused the trouble
S3 lbs. te 201 J be
Each Delivery
40o per Iti lb
"
2d
about
is
construct
weighs
pounds,
Leas Than Bf lbs, Eaeh Delivery
See pec 10t Ike
ed of aluminum and bamboo, and tne
"spankers" are padded so as Jo punish but not to injure the victim. It
is bent over a rod and a wheel, operHarvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ated against cogs with a crank run
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
The "spanker"
by a belt device.
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
.....o-t- -J
makes about 35 spanks a minute.
Miss Sally Jinks Ah! there's out
Recently the professor wife was
initials we cut last month! Now, I seriously scalded when he tried to
wonder who "T. B." stands for?
rig up at his home a mechanical device that would pour boiling water,
WAGGISH
turn eggs in a skillet, and do offlier
similar1 things.
The Abrams wedding, seven years
ago, followed a college' romance that

PRICES

..............

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY

,

ANT Ads
Are Best

began when Abrams was an Instructor and the bride a student in the

FOLEY'S

HONEY

MD TAR
COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS.
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the
are carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes. ,

Percy What a sad dog yon
It's difficult for the average man to Always
short!
understand why some women are JealReggy Well, I'm no dachshund, I'll
ous of their husbands.
admit.

.,

nH

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
NO. 804. Meets second and fov-A SPANKING MACHINE.
Thursday in O. R. C. haB. Plone
Champaign, 111., Aug. 21. (Because
building. Visiting members are c
his wife objected to his using a me
dlally in vied. Peter Entenaker, O.
chanical device, invented by him, at
K., Richard Devlne, F. 8.
the University of Illinois, for spank
ing their children. Prof. Duff Andrew
O. O.
LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Abrams beat her, and she had him
1. Meets every
Monday evening at
arrested. He pleaded guilty and paid
their hatt on Sixth street All

And so

Oh, indeed, yes.

and

FOR RENT Two "room furnished
' house. 921 Lincoln avenue.

critical! How they picked people to
pieces and criticised them! Dreadful!
Woman in Brown

.

furnished rooms
J.
end 25c Store.

Phone'Mala If l

"'

RANBFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Crat tad tMri ITidayi In
LCCAL TLiE
Kaaeaie TeatyJ. Un, T. B. Bowes,
Wort& Hatroa; jzm&t O. Katle&ge
. EAST BOUND
Worthy Fatros; Mrs. George Trips,
'
Besen
Secretary, phone Mala 2, 130 Arrive
No. X..... ':10 p. m
:16 p. a
Grand arenae.
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10 . sv
1: .5 a. m
1:25 a. m
No. 9
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
No. 10
1:10 s
1, S 0. m
lOJMeeU every Monday night at
O. R. O. HAIL on Boual&a
itmiii t
WEST BOUND
8 o'clock.
Vblttax member
1:20 p. m
No. 1
1:45 p. m
no
cordially welcome, a. n.
6:15 p. ev
6:10 a. m..
li resident;
J. T. Bukler. secretary; No. 3
7
4:40
No.
p.
m.......4:50
p.
m. cauy, treenrer.
No. 9
7:00 a. 3
6:35 p. m..

Nine
5, 10

B.

&U

Wanted

,

Nothing was too severe for people to
say behind other people's backs.
Mrs. Prentice Oh, my dears, aren't
you glad you didn't live in those days?
It would have been most shocking to
people of our generous dispositions."

Commander. Harn
Martin, Keeper H
Records and SesJ,

HUNKER A HUNKER
pie, at 7:t) 9. m. M. R.
Chester A. Huoit
WiUtama, H. P.; J". O. Geo. H. Hunker
Attorneys at Law,
Blood. Secretary.
New Men
La Vegas,

''r'mmrmimKUktUaii
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Woman in Gray They are. But you
have no idea how narrow people were
then.
Woman in Blue They were dreadYea, Indeed. And so
fully narrow.
Oh, yes.

1 1

-

-

Woman in Gray

'a

me-nt-

,

petty!

,(
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Five cents per line eaen Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line. LA8 VEGA COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
'svx KNIGHTS TEMPLAR RS-line. All arfvertls
charoed
vnooxA
T
pillar inconolar
will be booked at epace
J
at Mif
mosth
each
set,
actually
day
Jinks A crab is a funny thing.
without regard to number of words. sonlo Teoiplo at- 7:80
m. v.-Blinks How so? Cash In advance preferred.
ReB.
Cha
C.J
Tamme,
Boucher,
Jinks Sometimes you can be is
corder.
your boat for hours and never get s
bite, but If you only get one little
one in the boat you've got to do
LA8 VCQAS CHAPTER No. J, ROYAL
acrobatio stunts to keep from ret.
ARCH MAtONt Ksgvl&r eonvoca- minute.
bite
a
every
ting
tloa trat Moaday in each
at Masonle Tn
nmta
AN APT SCHOLAR

;

teresting.

6a

f,i

Secretary.

'

I think there is a particular brand
of "cheek,"
otherwise known as
:
"nerve," amoug the tvuuieii of New
N. 0. HERMAN
York, writes an observer. It's the calmest, coolest kind, almost unbelievable,
Grand Ave
It's so egotistic, and so stupid that it's
429
Here's an instance, and I
amusing.
assure you It's no fairy tale. I was
in a big bouse furnishing ) establishment, and in came a woman with a
little dog. She said she didn't know
Just, what she wanted, but she'd like
to go through the shop. They said all
and a clerk took her round. I
Private Baths and Lavatories right,
followed along. The woman priced a
things, looked casually at others
Steaa Heat Private Telephones few
and finally made ready to leave.
' Rates $2.50 per day and up
"I like your shop very much," she
"and I'll come again. It's an out
Bald,
PLAN
AMERICAN
tag for doggie. Good-by!- "
"An outing for doggie!" gasped the
Special Bates by Week or Month
clerk, starting to follow her.
"Yes. He's been smelling the var
nish. He simply loves varnish. I'll

MB

CHAPMAN

,

Mistress of Doggie Who Was
Getting an Outing.

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDER3 AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

Woman in Brown Oh, how do you
do? I've been so anxious to see you
ever since I first heard about your

II. Lorcnzen

C.

LOBBY
THE BEST

People Do

friend? the Drapers.
Woman in Gray Please do not call
them my friends. I think so much of
that word that I hate to hear it used
In such a connection. Wasn't it dreadful? You know, they say that he specGARAGE
LAS VEGAS
ulated terribly! And I really believe
Bhe knew all about it all the time.
M BIBHL, Propietor
Would you believe it? She is such
a smiling
416 Grand Ave
creature!
Here's Mrs.
and in my confusion, I grabbed with
liand the animal's fur, while Prentice.
,
left
my
Maio
447
Phone
Mrs. Prentice How do you both do?
I remember having
a quick, foolish
of the small knife in my My only reason for coming to teas
thought
Station
Battery Charging
like this Is to get a chance to see my
pocket.
friends. Nobody ever calls any more.
Automobiles for Gire
"The bear was, I believe, more surprised than I. I felt its fur slip Or, at least, nobody ever comes to my
house. I'll wager a cooky that you
through my hand, as it quickly turned
to its right, and, swinging about, ran were talking about the Burrs. Do you
know, I'm not surprised a bit. I've
back over the hill without any atsaid so right along. Why, Mr. Burr
me.
to
or
strike
Rising,
bite
tempt
as the bear wheeled, I picked up my used to sit on the porch without a col-ta- r
on! He did! You can ask anyA.'
rifle and shot as the animal was disThe bullet struck it, evi- body. And the tales they tell I Dear
appearing.
me, I wouldn't repeat them for mildently high in the back. Immediatelions of dollars, even to dear friends
down
followed
I
took
it
its
Carriage Manufacturer,
up
trail,
ly
Into the woods and on the flats for like you. Her hats!
General Blacksmithing,
Woman In Brown I never knew her,
over an hour, and at last lost the imd
Carriage Painting
pressions on hard ground. Its tracks but when I moved into this peighbor-hoofirst I was told about the woman
showed that it had kept running for
DEALER IN
who wore the queer hats.
more than a mile, and then settled
Woman in Blue Oh, yes, Indeed.
timbered
on
to
the
down
a
walk
and
Heavy Hardware
Why, she never seems to consult the
ridges, continuing to a flat country beFashions at all. Just wears what she
low. For the first mile I saw, at InWgon Material
it's
tervals, considerable blood on the thinks is becoming, that's all, and sealeaves of brush and trunks of trees always the same sort of hat every
about three feet up from the ground, son. I don't wonder that her husband
got tired of her.
but afterward saw no more.
Woman in Gray They say that
PETER P. MACKEL
"Who will believe this remarkable
when the Drapers moved away you
'
incident?x Certainly if another had re- could
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
have taken a wagonload of rubit to me, I might have thought bish out
' Hardwood Finishing,
Paper Hanging lated
of their basement alone. They
some mistake owing to excitement.
it
;
and Glazing.
to clean things up. The
didn't
pretend
"Twice I have had the good luck to
Janitor told me he never had so much
'Estimates Cheerfully Given.
see the action of a bear when It work.
He wouldn't come up and do
memt Side Plaza . . . . Old Town crossed unexpectedly the fresh trail
mo until I offered him
of a man once in Mexico, and again anything for
double the usual amount because he
last summer on the MacMillan river, was
so tired carting out the trash.
when a bear crossed Selous' trail. In
Woman in Brown They threw away
both cases the bear Jumped in great
Buch good things, too. My little boy
! LAWN
MOWERS SHARPENED
fright and ran at full speed." Charles Found lots of
things to play with there
in
Scrlbner's
Sheldon,
Magazine.
Lock and gunsmith Bicycle and
an almost good egg beater, a flower
pot and a lot'of other things. They
General Repairing
NERVE OF NEW YORK WOMAN were both of them bo extravagant!
h
E. Las Vegas
Mrs. Prentice Oh, dreadfully. But
Street
did not hold a candle to
even
Remarkable Display of "Cheek" by that they widow on our
street, Mrs.
young

H.

THE

THE OPTIC

HIS IDEA

HUNTER TELLS "TRUE" STORY
Full and Particular Account of an
fair In Which Hs and a
Bear Figured.

AUGUST 21, 1912.

O. G.

Schaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

v

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to wham amony al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is!WORTH MOST to aome- one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper wau;
(and are anxiouc to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
x
As the classified ads. are real by all possible
buyers, of a,
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

fi
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1912.
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Ladies' Aid society of the First
Fred Westerman, mno cf tha pro"church will nioet tomorrow prietor of tha Bismarck restaurant,
at 2:30 with Mrs. S. E. is re(oit(Hl 1q be seriously ill at his
Mills, 1119 Eleventh- street.
home on Sixth street :.
Cln-iMia-

PHa
ra

LOCAL NEWS

--

Al

A

DAILY 03TIC, WEDNESDAY,

turn im m

V

aJU-rnoo-

A

m

The Ladies' Aid society of the Firs
Baptist church will meet In the Sun- fry a araw of Ola Taylor bourbon uay scnooi room tomorrow at 2 p. m.
Ail members are requested to be presat tha 0ma Bar.
ent.
Finea'a Golden Wedding
Ry. axsij White Kitchen.
In the wood.
We boy the best
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
material, we give the best service, we
furnish the best 25 cent clean meal in
mere will be a union meeting for th
the Harvey
city. Opposite
prayer and Bible study at the First House.
Methodist Episcopal church thl9 eve
The Las Vegas Lodge of the Order
Ring at 8 o'clock. The topic for dis
cussion will be "Envy;" The leader of B'Nia B'Bith will give a dance to
for the evening ia the Rev. N. B. morrow night in the Fraternal Brothureen, pastor of the First Baptist erhood hall. All members and friends
'
'
rihurch.
are Invited.
See Van Petten lor Insurance.

8 lbs Good Cooking Apples, Hand Picked for 20c or 40 lbs for $1.00
6 lbs Native Blue Plums for 25c or
25 lbs for 81.00

.

5 lbs Fcncy Preserving Pears for 25c
or 25 lbs for S1.00
3 lbs Extra Fancy Tcble Peaches cr 25c
1

rj

Arthur E. Valdez, the
old son of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Valdez
of the West side, died this morning
at 5:30 o'clock. Mr. Valdez who Is
employed as B. carpenter In Springer,
was notified' this morning of his son's
dead and arrived this afternoon on
train No, 1.

H. T. Reueau, wire chief in the lo
cal office of the Western Union Telegraph company, has been appointed
to succeed Roy Blackwell as manar
ger. Mr. Blackwell was recently appointed chief of the printer department In Salt Lake City.

V

TOE CASH GR.OCER.

The examination of John Lumpkins
and Louis Roberts or Tueumcarl, who
are charged with cattle stealing,
which, was set for 'August 27 has bean
postponed to the thirtieth day of the
month. ..Charges were filed against
these men by C. TJ'Donnei of the Red
River Ranch company, several weeks
ago, but their hearing was postponed
to August 27, that. 'they might have
an opportunity to get witnesses and
testimony for their defense.

Eyn PAn

1

There are some motorists Vn iLas
Vegas who are willing to bet that
W llliaro Springer and
"Doc'" Lord,
who set sail for Taos a few days ago
in the Springer machine, re stuck
In the mud some place cussing their
every day since the two men left
here.
The August issue of "The Earth,"
the Santa Fe magazine, of the south
west, received In flals effloo yesterday
contains a number of interesting articles on various sections of New
Mexico. "Farming in Northern tEddy
County," and an article on the Carls
bad Irrigation project are contained
in this issue. "Dry Farming and the
Congress," is the title of another in
teresting article in this issue. This
is illustrated with a cut of dry farm
Ing products raised on the mesa east
Of this city.

The work of razing'-the
two story
frame building on Douglas avenue
east of the structure occupied (by La
Voz del Pueblo is Hearing completion.
The building, Which is owned by Fe
lix Martinez of, "El Paso, was an old
one and had been unoccupied for some
months. It la not known whether an
other building will be constructed on
this location, though it Is reported
that this site la Ibeing considered for
Secundioo Ecraero, newly appoint
the erection of a Ibullding for the Peo- ed United States marshal, stated this
ple's Banhi and Trust company.
morning that he would assume the
duties of his office immediately after
Better than the killing of flies Is receiving his commission. He expects
we cleaning or ones premises, so thtfs important document to arrive
that the pestiferous creatures can from Washington in a few days. Mr.
have no breeding places. Open gar Romero will have his bond ready for
bage cans, refuse piles and uncovered filing immediately upon the receipt of
stable manure are the favorite breed the comuaaisBion.
Mr. Romero this
ing plaqes of the filthy, disease-breedinmorning received a dispatch from
house fly. The anti-fl- y
campaign Washington telling him that several
Is one of the most Important of mod democratic senators voted for his con
ern times In the interests, of sanita firmation. They did this in spite ot
tion, but the educative process Is all the fight made upon Romero by the
too slow. Until the majority of peo- - democrats of New Mexico.
le are awake to the Imperative need
of cleanliness In all the surroundings
The jury commissioners for San
of the home as well as within the Miguel county are still at work upon
home, itself, and of the application of the task of selecting the names of
sanitary methods in private 750 men eligible for jury service.
and public stables, the movement for They worked all day yesterday arid
the annihilation of the house fly will the greater part of today. Somebody
ntt make the headway that modern at the court house facetitiously re
science has made It so clear should marked this morning that the commissioners might be 'having a diffi
be the case.
cult time ia finding the requisite num
ber of men o'f "good moral character'
and that ; those
who
do net
find
We
Do
themselves drawn iln the .'jury
"It
Mt's Right."
list might have reason to believe that
they were "not that kind of men
The statement, 3bowevr, was a joke,
as ' court records will tthow that Ban
Miguel county leads the state in f ree:
dom from vice and crime and In general excellence of citizenship.
and returned to your 'home in
T. M. Evans, the driver for the
the "it is new" appearance
East side fire department, was 'Off
you would expect had it just
diity today suffering with a badly
arrived from your (dressbruised leg, the result of aaving been
kicked by one of the fire horses lat'
makers.
night Evans was giving the team its
I
evening meal, and walked up behind
Our expert girl ironerslfaave
one- - of the horses to pour the oats la
the facility,' gained by long
the feed box. The horse became
frightened at the noise behind and
experience, of bringing back
let fly with a right hook. At first it
ithe original beauty. And our
was thought that Evans' log na-- been
tcharges for this work ame
broken, but examination revealed
only a bad bruise and cut. He will
very reasonable.
be forced to limp around tor a few
days on a crutch, but nofh'.ng serious
will result from the accident. , As a
result of, this
"Mack" was
unable fos take out the water wagon
today, and the old vehicle was a" lonesome, eight Fortunate'
the rain
settled the dust well and it was not
617 Bought Are
fhone Mainl&l
neeessary to call for volunteers for
the water wagon.
,'
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STE ARMS

GROCER

I
We

SCREEN

have on hand a complete stock of

CCC;4XC7

SCREENS AND

K

.SCEEINIXS

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

S VEQAD UIMQSR Ci
Phone Main 150

Old Town

:

g

Ladies Lingerie

Laundered

SLIQARITE

NUT

LUMP

wholesale: and retail
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

la Home of

i2

Dsst cf Eyerylliig

Ealsp

The secret of serving realy Good Tea and
Coffee is to use
,

CHASE AND SANCGSS5

KISIl OHACE

"

Laundry

foryou

SKIHIENT

h

IIAYWAIID

SELLING AGENT

YEAR'S

Grade

Ready-to-Wea-

the Market.

We have added to

who wants

GfEIFANT
507

EH'

This is the natural time to sow it.

PERRY

ONIONS SON E

SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

"

.

8

THE RIGHT THING.

i;

CREEHDEnCER

Keep Gool!
You've noticed how the looks of some rooms invite you on
sweltering day.
Make the color scheme of

in cool colors for summer.

at least one room in your house

Tans, greensi browns and blues all

are effective.

,

Some especially beautiful draperies that will effect a real
transformation in any room are now shown in our drapery det-

'

partment.

,

For a small sum you can make your home so invitiHg that
every day will seem like a vacation.
"...
-

"

...

J. C. JOHNSEN

'

L

SON

fill ifoasiERiuTcnorc

A gentleman who was asked to il
lustrate the difference between "sit
and "set" recently answered, "The
United States is a country on which
the sun never sets, and the rest of
the world never sits."

BlBBiE

"FOr CANNED

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR SALE Fine span mules; horse;
cow; yearling heifer ; two sets har.
Moline wagon;
ness; saddle;
John Deere corn planter; walking

homestead relin1017 Seventh street.

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can

REPRESENT

and

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

Noted

QUALITY

BAKERY GOODS

ASH

TbCiStiaTlieCily

1,050

For

PURITY

YC1 G1CE1

FULLY

CLEANLINESS

11 "FOir

EQWFrEB

1M1

Oil

AT Y0U3

n

Ccokies, Pies, Cskes, f;
I HI

lilHtlv

'

iUUtJiilitiiitJj

CjnnJirfirr

M

floltn
LlriiJ

OVERLAND

last years'price.1

it'now.

i

Leading Suit for the Young Man

AT HARVEY'S
For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

quishment.

W

of

tem Clothing" recognized as the

RATES

cultivator

it.

1

High Grade Makes "The L. Sys

We are glad to be Jablej to offer this at a reduction from

33c per lb. or 3 lbs. for $1.00

Clothing in

r

our already large collection

FAMILY IS REUNITED.
San Francisco, Aug. 21. "We are
all together again and are all happy,
is the way Nicholas J. McNamara the
San Mateo banker, sums up the re
sult of his chase, across the continent
and back for his wife, their two amall
sons, and his automobile. After a ser
ies of domestic disagreements, Mrs
McNamara left kei home wita her
two youngest children, in the com
pany of Mrs. Cora D. Perkins, her
housekeeper, and Fred Patterson,-n'.chauffeur.
SPECIAL

k ' J

We carry in the Highest

models.

.

CCCP KENTUCKY CLUE

GRASS SEED JUST RECEIVED.

vSow

THE GRAAF

CF THIS

WAX

It is only ONE of the many

Tonight is the occasion of the big
bowling contest to be held on the
alleys in the new club house of Las
Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Elks.
The Kelly team and the Barnes quin
tette, who held! a contest last Wed
nesday night, are scheduled to appear
again this evening. In the last match
Kelly's team won all three games, but
the other aggregation Is confident
that revenge will toe theirs tonight.
The lineup of the 'Kelly team will be
as follows: Kelly, Henrlquez, Losey,
Bailey and Johnsen. Barnes has not
definitely decided on his lineup, but
it iprobably will be made up o'f Dave
Conway, iMartln, Ament Hoke and
Barnes. Elks and their families are
cordially invited to witness the tour
.
nament

Fried Colics
A

m
U

Ia Fall Suits

order of the New Mexilo Cattle
board, sheep dipping through
out the state began yesterday. The
various inspectors of the board are
now in the field carrying out the general dipping orders Issued two weeks
ago, and hope to have completed the
immersion of all sheep In New Mexico within a month. Many of the big
sheepmen of this (section have already
completed their diping,; having preceded with the work Immediately following the issuance of! the order The
with
sanitary board is
the bureau- o fanimal Industry in dipping' work and good results are ex-

''"'.;;

1

1

By

,

r

Pr

iSanltary

Las Vegas Sfeam

CILBS

Infinite pains have been taken from Plantation to package to save all the Original, Delicate Flavor
i.-:-

l

litis cuL!hu.sraics one ol uie

Evidently Secretary of State Antonio Lucero is getting settled comfortably In Santa Fe and is desirous
of eating some of Mrs. Lucero's good,
home cooking. This morning he telephoned from the capital and requested the storage man to Bend him his
etove and flapjack turner, waffle iron
and coffee pot, (together with the rest
of his household furniture.

pected.

5,

.

.

Telephone

llll U C II El
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

-- mm

r.SDIL GOT

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you.
W I
;

n Vp pax
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,

Phjne Main 344.
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